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EI R
From the Managing Editor

We are truly living in breathtaking times: When you go to bed at 
night, you know that by morning, enormous changes will have oc-
curred. The news reported in the newspaper on your doorstep will 
already be outdated (if, indeed, the paper still attempts to report news 
at all).

Our issue focuses on the global mass-strike, from the Maghreb to 
Wisconsin. While each situation has its own predication, the root cause 
everywhere is the same. A member of Plumbers Local 75 in Michigan 
expressed it for everyone, when he explained the union federation’s 
vote for a general strike, if Wiscosin Gov. Scott Walker succeeds in 
enacting his union-busting legislation: “Everybody in that room was 
thinking the same thing: We’re going down if we don’t repel this. It’s 
not about us anymore; it’s about the nation, and we’re at ground 
zero.”

The lead articles by Jeffrey Steinberg and Helga Zepp-LaRouche 
give a vivid sense of the global mobilization. Zepp-LaRouche chal-
lenges Europeans to replicate the Angelides Report (of the U.S. Finan-
cial Crisis Inquiry Commission, the FCIC), which documented the 40 
years of crimes and policy disasters behind the current crisis. Just one 
day after her article hit the streets in Europe, a majority in the Danish 
Parliament called for just such a commission.

Lyndon LaRouche’s Feature, “The Lesson of the FCIC Report,” 
draws the conclusions for policymakers, respecting a global system 
which is not dying, but is already dead. The fabled Erinyes, he writes, 
have been unloosed upon the evil-doers of this world. “In Egypt, as in 
Tunisia, and spreading at an accelerating rate around the world today, 
the ancient gods of vengeance are moving against the accomplices of 
great evil, accomplices who are being toppled from power by mysteri-
ously efficient forces at work, forces which the authorities of govern-
ments and their judicial barriers can not resist.”

What comes next? “In this moment,” LaRouche concludes, “the 
fate of all humanity lies in the hands of those who would lead the 
march from a crumbling edifice of imperial monetarism, into the pros-
pect which the restoration of Franklin Roosevelt’s Glass-Steagall Law 
as a force spreading among the nations, is all that is left before us of 
the hope for a safe world for mankind in our time.”

 



  4   ‘When Statisticians Have Wished To Lie’: 
The Lesson of the FCIC Report
By Lyndon LaRouche. The Federal Financial Crisis 
Inquiry Commission, a.k.a. the Angelides 
Commission, has exposed a pattern of official lies, 
without which it would not have been possible for 
the U.S. government and others, to have continued 
the practice of the reckless financial gambling 
which has dominated U.S. and European economic 
policy since the time of the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy. The 1968 election of 
Richard Nixon cleared the way for the August 1971 
cancellation of FDR’s 1944 Bretton Woods system, 
the beginning of a process which led to the 1999 
repeal of Glass-Steagall, which, in turn, triggered 
the careening of the U.S. economy into the state of 
hyperinflationary bankruptcy which now grips the 
trans-Atlantic community.

Now, the Erinyes are unloosed! The time of the 
would-be Mussolinis in the state capitols has 
already gone, quicker than they could learn to say 
“Egypt.”

National

36   From the Magreb to 
Madison: The Global 
Mass Strike Comes to 
Wisconsin
The global mass strike, which 
has already swept the Presidents 
of Tunisia and Egypt from 
power, and has expanded 
throughout the Maghreb into 
Southwest Asia, has now hit the 
streets of the United States. For 
the past week, tens of thousands 
of protesters have surrounded 
the State Capitol in Madison, 
Wisc., in defiance of the 
governor’s plans to rip up public 
sector workers’ collective 
bargaining rights, as part of his 
murderous austerity drive. 
Demonstrators in Madison 
carried banners reading, “We are 
all Egyptians” and “Mubarak 
and Ben Ali are gone, Walker is 
next.”
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40   Egypt Is Everywhere! 
Put Price Controls on 
Food and Enact Glass-
Steagall
By Helga Zepp-LaRouche. 
Politicians have obviously not 
understood it yet, but a revolt 
has broken out worldwide 
against hunger, outrageous food 
prices, glaring injustice, 
corruption, oppression, and 
reactionary elites, all of which 
rob the youth of their future. 
The 2011 uprisings in North 
Africa and Southwest Asia, as 
well as the mass demonstrations 
in the U.S., express the popular 
realization that, without 
republican freedom, people will 
have neither food, nor hope for 
the future.

43   Prevent ‘Biblical 
Exodus’ from Africa: 
Build Water and Energy 
Infrastructure
The thousands of Tunisian 
refugees flooding onto the small 
Italian island of Lampedusa, 
sounded alarm bells throughout 
the capitals of Europe. The 
refugee wave, driven by a 
devastating economic crisis, 
will soon expand to Egypt and 
other countries, if policies do 
not change.

46   The Sicily-Tunisia 
Tunnel: Link to Africa
Italian economist Dr. Nino 
Galloni gave this presentation at 
a Schiller Institute conference, 
on “The Eurasian Land-Bridge 
Is Becoming a Reality!” held 
Sept. 15-16, 2007, in Kiedrich, 
Germany.

History

47   Defeating a Superior 
Enemy: Frederick the 
Great, and the Battles of 
Rossbach & Leuthen
Prior to the onset World War I, 
Gen. von Schlieffen, chief of the 
German General Staff, 
undertook a series of studies, 
based on the defeat, in 216 B.C., 
by Hannibal, of the numerically 
superior forces of the Roman 
army, at the battle of Cannae. 
One of the studies was a short 
analysis of the Battle of 
Leuthen, fought by Frederick 
the Great, in the Winter of 1757, 
also against significantly 
superior forces.

Editorial

53   No Sane Choice But 
Glass-Steagall
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The Federal Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (FCIC), has exposed a 
pattern of official and related lies, lies without which it would not have 
been possible for the U.S. government, and others, such as those of Europe, 
to have continued the practice of that reckless financial gambling which 
had reigned in U.S. and European economic policy since the time that the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy cleared the way for the U.S. 
launching of ten years of folly of the protracted war in Indo-China. The as-
sassination of that President’s brother, Robert, who had been a likely victor 
in the 1968 Presidential election, permitted the continued reign of the folly 
which had been permitted by President Kennedy’s assassination, a folly 
which was never reversed, “come rain or shine,” since the 1969-1973 term 
of a wretched President Richard Nixon, and, notably, the 1977-1980 term 
of that instrument of a spectacularly “uncreative destruction,” President 
“Jimmy” Carter.

The 1968 election of President Nixon had cleared the way for the August 
1971 cancellation of President Roosevelt’s 1944 Bretton Woods, fixed-
exchange-rate system; the 1976 election of David Rockefeller’s Trilateral 
Commission puppet, President Carter, led, in turn, into that process of loot-
ing the U.S. economy which led, over two decades, into the 1999 repeal of 
the 1933 Glass-Steagall Law which triggered that careening of the U.S. 
economy into the state of hyper-inflationary bankruptcy which still grips 
the trans-Atlantic community at the date these lines are written.

Since the time which began with the assassination of President Ken-
nedy, even leaders of nations whose intentions had leaned into a nobler 
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The Lesson of 
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by lyndon h. laRouche, Jr.
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direction, have found themselves, willing or not, virtu-
ally impelled to act in ways which had been, essentially, 
more and more contrary to that intention of the U.S. 
Constitution’s prescription of a U.S. credit system, 
rather than a monetarist system. It must be said of even 
the well-intentioned governing circles, that much of 
what had actually been their good intention, was usu-
ally discarded as having been being deemed “impracti-
cable” by the tenor of the times.

Presidents Nixon and Carter should be considered 
as having been two typical cases of those calamities 
which have, from time to time, inhabited our nation’s 
executive mansion; but, when we take into account the 
relatively larger number of those cases of Presidents 
who were our national misfortunes, or Vice-Presidents 
selected, for good, or, for worse, who were implicitly 
foredoomed to become Presidents as fruit of some in-
cumbent’s assassination, the truly remarkable fact 
about our American System has been, that, hitherto, 
our republic had survived the tenure of even those 
shockingly bad, or only badly disoriented Presidents 
with which we have often been encumbered during the 
course of the U.S.A.’s existence thus far, as far as decent 

respect for the principle of our 
Federal Constitution’s noble 
Preamble might have reached. 
But, if Barack Obama is not 
sent into richly earned perma-
nent retirement from political 
office, very soon, we might lose 
the precious gift of the exemp-
tion of our republic, which we 
have enjoyed this far.

So far, in this young century, 
we have met what has been, 
probably, the worst of the recent 
crop of bad cases of what have 
been Presidents: George W. 
Bush, Jr., and, now, the worst of 
them by far, that Barack Obama 
well-suited for expulsion under 
the prescription of Section 4 of 
the 25th Amendment to our 
Federal Constitution. Now, 
unless that President Obama 
were removed from office by 
means of the U.S. Constitution’s 
25th Amendment very soon, the 
chance for survival of our re-

public seems to any competent expert observer, at best, 
almost infinitesimal, if it exists at all. If our United 
States were to go down for this reason, the chances for 
the trans-Atlantic region were immediately almost nil, 
and Asia would soon follow all the way down.

Hopefully, despite that ominous current state of af-
fairs, we have reason to celebrate the role of the An-
gelides (FCIC) Commission in stirring our nation up, 
and, hopefully, away from the recent, terrible afflictions 
which creatures such as Alan Greenspan, George W. 
Bush, Jr., and Barack Obama, have brought upon both 
our republic, and much of the world besides, during 
their times in high public office. The pertinent question 
is: will the forces represented by Angelides’ intention be 
permitted to succeed in the time that the United States 
still exists in a condition to be saved from the ruin 
brought upon us by the Bush and Obama Presidencies?

When we are confronted by matters of high-ranking 
experience of nations, such as those illustrative cases of 
grave moral failures such as Alan Greenspan, George 
Bush, Jr., and the wretched Barack Obama, we must 
look to the fault in even recent times’ nominally schol-
arly misreading of the work of William Shakespeare; 

CSPAN

“Hopefully,” LaRouche writes, “we have reason to celebrate the role of the Angelides 
Commission in stirring our nation up,” and, “away from the recent, terrible afflictions,” 
brought about by the likes of Alan Greenspan et al. FCIC chairman Phil Angelides is 
pictured here, testifying Feb. 16 before the House Financial Services Committee.
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we must avoid the temptation to locate tragedy in the 
choice made by a particular person and his, or her 
times. The lesson which I present to you in this report, 
on that account, is evidence that we must shift our at-
tention from the particular case of some person’s life-
time, to the broader realm of both the several genera-
tions preceding and also following the relatively brief 
life-span of any relevant individual. We must ask our-
selves: “How must we cope with that which envelops us 
and our choices from the continuing history into which 
we were born and the prospect presently embedded in 
some future time even far beyond our demise?” We must 
consider the impact of past generations, and of the 
prospect of generations ahead on the present; we must 
regard, thus, the history of the United States, from its 
birth in Massachusetts, until the crisis represented by 
the defective nature of the present decade’s two U.S. 
Presidents, as it illustrates the principle involved in the 
matter.1 The person is, in a certain way, immortal, in 
respect to that both bestowed by the past and crafted by 
the influence of the approaching future in our time.

What is currently threatened to become the early 
doom of our United States, is, immediately, a product of 
the folly of allowing President Barack Obama to remain 
in office after the warning signs were already made 
clear in April 2009. The ultimate blame would lie with 
those influentials, in the U.S.A. itself, who failed to act 
in support of the lawful expulsion of the failed, mentally 
impaired President Obama in good time.

So, we must be informed to that effect by the greatest 
of the modern poets and dramatists, such as Friedrich 
Schiller, who understood that the quality of a true hero 
befitting the Classical tragedy, is of that type of citizen 
in the audience who senses an obligation to discover, 
and who is impelled to effect those changes in society 
which will prompt society to correct those evils in his, 

1.  In its recent discussions, the “basement’s” scientific team has em-
phasized attention to the specific incompetence of the British biologist’s 
custom associated with the name of Charles Darwin, which purports to 
explain the selection among species with utter incompetence, as accord-
ing to the social utilitarian “pleasure-pain principle” of Paolo Sarpi’s 
boorish  mimic.  the  charlatan  Charles  Darwin.  It  is  the  nature  of  the 
order in the universe, that if, and when we adopted a purported rule of 
practice which is contrary to the actual, physical ordering-principle in 
the universe, we do great damage to mankind by the adoption of a false 
choice of universal ordering principle in the guidance of society’s be-
havior. Darwin was not merely wrong; he did grave damage to any so-
ciety which tolerated his alleged “principle,” just as Adam Smith has 
ruined every part of the world economy on which his foolish doctrine 
has succeeded in exerting influence.

or her society which the failed culture of that drama on 
history’s stage embodies. Let it be so, as the author’s 
foredoomed principal character of Oscar Wilde’s pos-
sibly autobiographical The Picture of Dorian Gray, 
presents so aptly on the stage of, perhaps, your experi-
ence, of the principle of dramatic tragedy so pre-
sented.

We human beings are not discrete bodies colliding 
as if in an imaginary empty space. We are willfully 
active agents in the reality of the domain of cosmic ra-
diation, within which both our existence and its effects 
on the whole are embedded, as Percy Bysshe Shelley 
implies such a view in the concluding known paragraph 
of the arguably uncompleted, but nonetheless fulfilled, 
A Defence of Poetry. We must each see ourselves as an 
instrument, not in mere clock-time, but, within that uni-
versal physical space-time in which, and from which 
our particular experience operates. All other creatures 
known to us, are governed by a fate dictated to them by 
the Creator’s lawful design of a creative process which 
is the universe, that according to the universe’s law of 
universal creation.

All of the universe is creative, and that essentially 
so; the so-called “Second Law of Thermodynamics” is 
not merely a farce, but an evil one. We, alone, among 
creatures made known to us in this infinitely creative 
universe, thus far, show us our power to introduce the 
imprint of willful choice of creativity for our action 
upon that universe. We are, therefore, responsible for 
the effects of what we do, or, more important, often fail 
to do.

So, the true principle of all man’s attempts at Clas-
sical artistic and scientific composition, is that respon-
sibility which we incur by virtue of that special, willful 
power of creativity which is afforded to us by what we 
should discern as our creative nature in such domains 
of the imagination as great science and Classical modes 
of artistic composition. So, the principles of govern-
ment must be understood, that as our own U.S. republic 
made the remarkably correct choice, even as early as 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony, in basing what would 
become our Federal Constitution upon the principle of 
national credit, as opposite to the European folly of 
choosing a monetarist system. Every time our republic 
has done itself a great injury, as since the election of the 
likes of the monetarist practices of U.S. President, and 
Wall Street’s choice, Winston Churchill’s puppet Harry 
Truman, we have done great harm to our republic and 
its citizens.
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The good in our nation, the good which has enabled 
us to survive the incumbency of even wretched elected 
and comparable officials, is the deathless virtue em-
bedded in the conception of our Federal Constitution, 
its superior principle in the Preamble, most notably. 
The Question is: will that Constitution outlive a nation 
which, like President Obama, might have already lost 
its soul? Harsh words? Yes, but needed words, none-
theless.

introduction: 
The Science of Economy

If  we  wish  to  discuss  the  policies  of  our  United 
States competently, we must first understand the excep-
tional genius inherent in the constitutional principle of 
our unique  republic,  a  genius which  is  lodged  in  the 
notion, as by Benjamin Franklin and Alexander Hamil-
ton’s drafting of the core principle of our Federal Con-
stitution, by the principle of the credit system, as being 
the principle of a nature which is in contrast to the type 
of  a  European  monetarist  system.  Unfortunately,  re-
cently, only a relative handful of the current Republican 
Party members of the U.S. Congress, have exhibited a 
working understanding of our Constitution’s principle 
of economy. On the other side of the aisle, it often ap-
pears to be the case among Federal legislators gener-
ally,  that most of  today’s Democrats are  trembling in 
their shoes at the prospect of being forced to challenge 
that  far worse  than merely utterly  incompetent Presi-
dent Barack Obama; at the same time, the current crop 
of Republicans seated, are, too often, acting like reck-
less  amateurs,  or,  worse,  like  mere  opportunists  of  a 
type similar to the tradition of former supporters of that 
massive Enron swindle which did so much to ruin our 
republic and its Federal states, in its time.

For such, and closely related reasons, a few points 
of  clarification  respecting  the  true  substance  of  our 
credit system, should be presented to assist our Fed-
eral representatives and others, to define the principles 
of the setting within which the urgent realities of our 
system can then be properly considered. I do not mean 
to convey the notion, that our better representatives in 
the  Presidency  and  Congress  were  intrinsically  in-
competent; however, while, usually, they do recall the 
divine residence into which they should intend, ulti-
mately, to enter, they often appear to have mislain the 
key to re-enter the place where the true faith and honor 

of our form of republic should reside.
The  little  known,  but  often  crucially  important 

issues which I now present in this report, are to be con-
sidered, on background, as being of the category of on-
tologically efficient conceptions, rather than, as all too 
often, a mere playing with rhetoric, or, worse, relying 
on advice from that graveyard of governments called 
statistical plots and fancies. Therefore, I present the set-
ting for that prefatory discussion of the proper meaning 
of the words of legislation under our unique quality of 
Federal Constitution. I now present that, within this In-
troduction, as follows.

The Ontological Issues of the Law
It should be the mission of our republic’s process of 

legislation, and in related matters, that the principles of 
the law employed by governments, especially our own 
republic,  ought  to  be  as  efficient  in  contributing  to 
human welfare generally in prudent regard for what we 
must expect to be the consequences of a truly compe-
tent adoption of a proven universal principle of physi-
cal  law,  as  in  the  domain  of  the  practice  and  conse-
quences  of  physical  science.  There,  exactly,  is  the 

The genius of our Constitutional republic is located in the 
principle, as designed by Alexander Hamilton and Benjamin 
Franklin (above), of a credit system, in opposition to the 
Venetian/European monetarist system.
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pivotal point of contestable forms of prevailing politi-
cal practice, where the legislative process of the United 
States has failed of late, so often, so stubbornly, and so 
awfully.

Customarily, our notions of law in public affairs of 
government,  especially  since  the  death  of  President 
John F. Kennedy, as may be fairly said since the death 
of President Franklin Roosevelt before him, are notions 
having little to no correspondence to the standard for a 
true  principle  of  nature  otherwise.  Our  tendency  to 
adapt to the rotten ideas of that alien, Sarpian force of 
British Liberalism, the system of nothing but the evil 
Old Adam’s mere pleasure or pain, is among the worst 
of our follies of judicial and related practice on this ac-
count.

The  notion  of  a  society  ordered  according  to  the 
notion of pleasure and pain, as  that  is  typified by the 
image of Adam Smith’s devotion to pleasure and pain, 
rather  than  reason,  is  the  image  of  a  society  already 
living in the equivalent of Hell, or, perhaps it should be 
said, as dwellers in the fabled “Cities of the Plain.”

Of  late,  nothing  less  important  than  the  need  for 
simple  justice  by  governments  and  their  agencies,  is 
what is violated with increasing recklessness, and that 
under the wicked intentions shown by leading financier 
interests and their sundry varieties of accomplices, as 
shown among  the many  regions of our planet during 
recent decades. It is chiefly on that account, that, of late, 
the principles of law have gone wrong, more and more 
Liberally corrupted, in and among most of the nations 
of the world.

The collapse of the Mubarak Presidency of Egypt, 
for example, was not the failure of President Mubarak 
himself, but of his holding office, since the mid-19�0s, 
at the price of being held captive to the opportunity of 
capitulation demanded of him by the intention of an im-
perialist evil which remains centered, still today, in im-
perial London. That was an intention which is presently 
supported by London’s accomplices among the finan-
cier  accomplices  and  backers  of  London  inside  the 
United States. It was the starvation spread by the Brit-
ish empire among the inhabitants of Northern Africa, 
which expressed, most vividly, the murderous policies 
imposed on Africa during the early 19�0s, which have 
caused  the  seething  ferment  erupting  throughout  the 
Mediterranean littoral now.

Whose was the pleasure, and whose was the pain, 
and, “why,”  in each instance? The principle of negli-
gence underlying both evils, was, in fact, the same.

Folly by the Design of Rulers of Nations
The principal features of the composition of leading 

types  of  ancient  Classical,  through  present  European 
and  trans-Atlantic  society  are,  in  ascending  order  of 
rank: 1.) A society based on a principal language-cul-
ture; 2.) A nation (such as a “kingdom,” or republic); 3.) 
A bloc of nations which is distinguished in some impor-
tant way as a political-economic bloc of nations, such 
as a monetarist form of “empire” in the Roman tradi-
tion, or, as of the United Kingdom today; �.) A global, 
or approximately global association of blocs formed by 
groups of nations. Each and all, chosen for better or for 
worse.

That duly considered: since the fall of the Achaeme-
nid  Empire,  the  dominant  form  of  organization  of  a 
“bloc of nations” on this planet, until the recent, pro-
spective appearance of a different way of thinking, has 
been either a culture dominated by a maritime system, 
such as the series of the four principal, Mediterranean-
centered  empires  known,  respectively,  as  the  succes-
sion of four stages of a certain single power: 1.) ancient 
Rome, 2.) Rome’s continued existence  in  the expres-
sion of its successor, Byzantium, 3.) With the decline of 
“The Second Rome,” Byzantium, similarly, since about 
A.D. 1000, the “Crusader” empire of permanent war-
fare under nominal Norman leadership, a system which 
was premised on the emergence of the dominant mon-
etarist role of the monetary-imperial system of Venice, 
since  about  A.D.  1000.  This  was  a  “Third  Roman 
Empire.” That was followed by �.) “A Fourth Roman 
Empire,” the “New Venetian Empire,”the empire which 
currently still predominates in human life on our planet, 
that empire formed around the Anglo-Dutch collection 
of such as William of Orange, an empire appropriately 
identified,  presently,  as  “the  nominally  British  world 
empire  of  monetarism,”  the  empire  which  Edward 
Gibbon prophesied for Britain’s Lord Shelburne.

The intention to establish a modern republic, an in-
tention which arose in rebellion against the memory of 
the horrors of Europe’s Fourteenth-century “New Dark 
Age,” had been expressed earlier  in  the  intentions of 
such as Dante Alighieri. This intention was to be real-
ized later, as an escape from a “New Dark Age,” in the 
emergence of that which was to become known as “The 
Fifteenth-century ‘Golden Renaissance’.” This Renais-
sance was a process whose prompting was typified by 
the  reaction  of  the  Councils  of  a  renascent  Christian 
church against  the horror associated with  the martyr-
dom  of  Jeanne  d’Arc. This  a  horror  which  had  been 
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wreaked by  those  reigning Norman  relics of a 
crusaders’ Venice-controlled, feudal England, a 
horror wreaked by the relics of what had been 
left over from the demise of the Fourteenth Cen-
tury’s  “Imperial  Third  Rome,”  which  was  the 
echo of  the feudal Normans seen  in England’s 
untimely Richard III.

Presently, what is fairly identified as “Euro-
pean civilization,” has been divided between the 
forces  representing  either  the  over-reaching 
reign of what is fairly identified, on the one side, 
as  “New  Venetian  principle”-based,  imperial 
monetarist systems rooted in the dogma of Paolo 
Sarpi and such mimics of Sarpi as the silly, but 
nasty pleasure-pain dogma of Adam Smith. Such 
have been the expressions of a system of mone-
tarism,  since  what  are  known  to  us  as  ancient 
times, a cult of monetarism which has been op-
posed by the rise of a constitutionally defined, 
anti-monetarist, credit system, that of our consti-
tutional  form  of  Federal  United  States.  That 
latter system is centered on the process leading 
into the system of law brought into its role by the 
creation of  the  still  unique  case of  our United 
States of America.

Our War Against Today’s Brutish Empire

“Wie eng, wie englisch!”—Heinrich Heine.

With the development of trans-continental railway 
systems which were modeled on the chosen precedent 
of  the  U.S.A.’s  trans-continental  system,  the  British 
empire reacted in its malicious intention to preserve the 
world supremacy of a maritime form of monetarist im-
perialist tyranny. This has been an intention which has 
been chiefly expressed as a mortal conflict between, on 
the one side, what Britain has regarded, since the Phila-
delphia Centennial celebration of 1���, as its chief, and 
mortal adversary in the world at large, our own U.S.A. 
For  them,  those  British  drug-traffickers  and  slavery 
backers,  the  methods  applied  to  anti-American  ends, 
have been either brute force in warfare, or, more often, 
that  corruption  of  the  intended  victims  by  which  the 
victims ruin themselves in the fashion of Oscar Wilde’s 
The Picture of Dorian Gray.

The targets of Britain’s malice have also included 
those European and other sovereign states which were 
able, at least for some time, to proceed to useful ends in 

spite of the British imperialist system. These worthies 
preferred  to proceed as by aid of  the development of 
agro-industrial economies based on a commitment  to 
the accelerating rise of the productive powers of those 
national economies. The relevant rise in powers by the 
virtuous,  are  those  policies  in  accord  with  the  spirit 
which is to be associated with what had become the su-
periority of the principle of the trans-continental rail-
way  system  over  the  formerly  dominant,  British  and 
other maritime elements of imperial systems, that de-
spite the degenerated, post-World War II orientation to 
foolishly  wasteful  use  of  individual  automobiles,  in-
stead of mass transit systems, presently.2

2.  Any  respectable  railway  system’s  rate  of  travel  for  passengers, 
should be in the order of 300 km per hour. The best performance for rail-
like travel is obtained in magnetic-levitation modes, both for passengers 
and for freight. The prospect is for 1,000 miles-per-hour, in evacuated 
tubes.  It must not be overlooked,  that  the  issue on which  the British 
empire based its commitments to planet-wide geopolitical warfare since 
the A.D. 1�90 British monarchy’s ouster of Germany’s Chancellor Bis-
marck, was the mortal issue of the advantage in net distance travelled of 
railway passenger and freight traffic, especially freight, for transconti-
nental and international freight transport over maritime transport. The 

The “oligarchical principle,” as expressed in the form of monetarist 
imperialism going back to pre-Roman times, can be seen in the ancient 
Homeric and other legends of the Olympian gods, who ruled over those 
“mere mortals,” who served and feared them. Shown: a Greek cup, 
depicting Dionysos with satyrs (ca. 480 B.C.).
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This so-defined set of circumstances, as fostered by 
the United States and some other nations, shaped the 
modern  so-called  “geopolitical”  conflict  which  has 
been the principal issue of general and related warfare 
throughout  the  planet,  since  the  British  monarchy’s 
success  in  bringing  about  the  ouster  of  Germany’s 
Chancellor Bismark, in 1�90, to the present time. No 
major  form  of  general,  or  regional  warfare  has  been 
sustained  in  any  region of  the world  since  that  time, 
which was not an expression, either directly, or implic-
itly,  based on  the 1�90-2011  continuation of warfare 
and related conflicts based on what is defined specifi-
cally as the form of evil known to us as the geopolitical 
conflict concocted between, chiefly, the British Empire 
and its accomplices both inside and outside our U.S.A. 
This has been a war, by the British empire, against the 
freedom and  the Constitution of  the United States of 
America.

The submission of the U.S.A. President and leaders 
of  the  U.S.  Congress  to  the  British  demand  that  the 
Glass-Steagall Law not be reinstituted, is the treason-
ous motive-in-fact in our present Obama government, 
from which the citizens of our republic, and their fami-
lies, are presently suffering so gravely.

The general pattern of that pattern of imperial war-
fare engaging modern European nations, even prior to 
the  1�90-2011  period  of  continuing,  British-orches-
trated, geopolitical warfare, has been what had become 
famous as the use of warfare and related systems of ho-
micide employed by the original Roman Empire.

Most of the warfare to be studied over the interval 
of ancient through contemporary Europe-centered his-
tory, has been expressed by the way in which “popula-
tion reduction” of nations is conducted. This intended 
population  reduction, as  it  is currently demanded by 
Britain’s Consort, Prince Philip and his World Wildlife 
Fund,  is  an  evil  fully  comparable,  and  that  systemi-
cally, to that of the health-care policies of Adolf Hit-
ler’s  war-time  regime,  but  far  exceeding  it  in  its  in-
tended scope.

The issues so posed for modern times, are not lim-
ited to those present times. Already, under Charlemagne 
and his reforms, including his development of a system 
of inland water-borne transport by way of the integra-
tion of a system of rivers and canals, his was a nation 

so-called “automobile industry” was not a waste; what was wasted was 
the machine-tool-design capability on which any successful economy 
depends absolutely in modern times.

regarded by imperial Byzantium as the greatest threat 
to the Second Roman Empire at that time. The breaking 
of Charlemagne’s domain into three domains, follow-
ing his death, set back European civilization for centu-
ries,  until  the period of  the Fifteenth Century’s great 
ecumenical Council of Florence, but, despite that, much 
of the legacy of progress under Charlemagne, has lived 
on into the present time.

This present, Anglophile policy of systemic mass-
murder as a method of population-control, goes back, 
deeply, into pre-Roman times, as having been in service 
of what is best known as the same “oligarchical princi-
ple” associated with the legendary such homicidal con-
flicts between, on the one side, the oligarchical “gods” 
of the ruling class, and, on the other, the “mere mortals” 
of  those  lower classes whose population was  to have 
been repeatedly culled from time to time, as according 
to the same policy of genocide in the evil political gar-
ments  of modern  times,  policies  associated presently 
with  both  the  World  Wildlife  Fund  and  its  offshoot 
known as “the environmentalist movement.”

Empires have often organized wars fought among 
nations other than their own; such were the two wars 
which Britain directed with forces from a duped United 
States  against  Iraq,  the  modern Afghan  wars,  the  Is-
raeli-Arab warfare, and so on, all, or most orchestrated 
by  the  British  empire’s  scoundrels,  such  as  Britain’s 
Tony Blair, for such purposes as NICEly “culling the 
human  herd”  in  a  contemporary  British  version  of  a 
past Adolf Hitler’s “T-�” law.

A crucial case in point, is the New Venetian Party’s 
“Seven Years War” (among London’s intended victims) 
of 1�5�-1��3. That war presents a naked example of 
this  practice  of  orchestrating  wars  between  nations 
other  than  one’s  own,  for  the  sake  of  promoting  the 
goals of empire, and of methods of population-control 
employed  by  Hitler,  under  Britain’s  Prime  Minister 
Tony Blair, and under President Barack Obama now.

The  often  repeated  British  imperial  model  of  the 
“Seven Years War,” typifies the pattern of British impe-
rial use of warfare up through the current engagement 
in Afghanistan, a folly into which British puppet Barack 
Obama  has  dumped  U.S.  forces  currently.  It  is  that 
modern, British-led practice of  the policy of “perma-
nent warfare and permanent revolution” of British agent 
Alexander Helphand (aka “Parvus”) which has given 
us  modern  forms  of  warfare  typical  of  the  ancient 
Roman Empire, a practice which had been the outcome 
of William of Orange’s takeover of Britain on behalf of 
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that New Venetian Party which established the British 
Empire,  all  in  a  process  typified  prominently  by  the 
case of “The Seven Years War” in its time.

To illustrate that point: consider the period of run-up 
from that February 1��3 Peace of Paris, which pre-
defined the transition into the Napoleonic wars.

That  transition  to  which  I  refer,  is  dated,  in  fact, 
from the time of Napoleon Bonaparte’s trading-in of his 
Ottoman-oriented wife Josephine, for a Habsburg prin-
cess, a change which then defined Napoleon as a puppet 
of a British-Habsburg patronage, a Napoleon who then 
conducted wars in Europe, and greatly ruined France, 
all of which nonsense was aimed, by the masters of the 
drama on stage, the British Empire and Prince Metter-
nich,  to  complete  the  ruin which had been  launched, 
earlier,  as  the  “Seven  Years  War.”  This,  as  former 
German  Chancellor  Bismarck  reported,  during  the 
period  following  what  had  been  his  expulsion  from 
office on orders of the British monarchy, was the British 
intention at that time, for yet another “new Seven Years 
War,” this time the one which created, among others, 
what is called “World War I,” and, therefore, also, the 
natural sequel, “World War II,” and,  therefore, again, 
the U.S. wasting war in Indo-China, and, also, the con-
tinuation  of  British  gun-trafficking  agent  Alexander 
Helphand’s slogan of “permanent warfare and perma-
nent  revolution,” as  is being done by  the British em-
pire’s agents still today in the near parts of Asia, as in 
Africa.

This same policy of practice has been the continuing 
intention of  the British empire under  the process un-
leashed  by  the  complicity  of  Britain’s  Margaret 
Thatcher,  France’s François Mitterrand,  and  the  con-
sent of the U.S.A.’s President George H.W. Bush, who, 
in actions defined in 19�9-1990, launched the “Euro” as 
if it were a “bad bank” form of manipulations employed 
as an implicitly hyper-inflationary means of destruction 
of the economies of western, central, and eastern conti-
nental Europe today.

For us, in the United States, the span from the Jaco-
bin  Terror  and  through  the  Napoleonic  wars,  was  a 
period during which that set of European nations which 
had  made  the  United  States’  war  for  independence  a 
possible success, were being destroyed by  the opera-
tions of Lord Shelburne’s  newly  created British For-
eign  Office,  and  the  operations  in  that  office  under 
Shelburne’s  appointed  Jeremy  Bentham  and  by  Ben-
tham’s crafted successor Lord Palmerston. The preced-
ing  achievements  in  Europe  and  North  America  up 

through  1��2  were  subsequently  ruined  substantially 
through the process of 1��2-1��9, leading into the re-
peated continental wars such as those of a Habsburg-
owned Napoleon  launched under  the direction of his 
British and the Habsburg orchestrators of their shared 
puppet,  that  same  Napoleon  Bonaparte,  a  decision 
launched during the crisis of 1��9-1�90, which left our 
U.S.A.  itself  virtually  without  an  effective  European 
ally.

This luring of continental Europe into its own self-
destruction by British imperial guidance, should have 
been noted without surprise for those who, like Shel-
burne,  had  gained  his  power  through  the  preceding 
“Seven Years War.”

It was not until the U.S. victory over our true enemy, 
the British Foreign Office of Jeremy Bentham and his 
protégé and successor Lord Palmerston, in the outcome 
of a U.S. Civil War which had been prepared, created, 
and directed by Britain’s Foreign Office under the suc-
cession of Jeremy Bentham and Bentham’s own pro-
tégé  Lord  Palmerston,  that  that  U.S.A.  which,  in  the 
1��0s, was about to complete the revolutionary design 
for  transcontinental  railway  system,  that  that  U.S.A. 
under  the  leadership  of  President  Abraham  Lincoln, 
had been enabled to express itself also as a great power 
within the domain of the European powers. It was only 
then, that our U.S.A. could then, and must, now, make 
great advances against the global evils perpetrated by 
what has been our  traditional British adversary  since 
1��3, the British empire.

The British empire’s chief passion, from those past 
times to the present day, has been to destroy the spirit of 
our great Constitutional system, using such tools as the 
culpable  anglophiles  George  W.  Bush,  Jr.,  Barack 
Obama, and such as the forces of the British East India 
Company’s Boston bankers’ (e.g., Judge Lowell) gang, 
and the British agent and American traitor Aaron Burr’s 
Bank of Manhattan and the Wall Street gang of today 
generally.

It is within that historical outlook which I have only 
summarized up to this point, that we must take into ac-
count the significance, for us, of such matters as the Na-
poleonic wars conducted during the interval of Napo-
leon  Bonaparte’s  rampages  since  his  abandoning  of 
Josephine both for a Habsburg Princess and a commit-
ment  to  subject  continental  Europe  to  a  Napoleonic 
conduct  of  the  echo  of  a  “new  Seven Years War”  in 
early Nineteenth-century Europe.

Such have been sets of wars which are, in each in-
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stance, examples of the nature of such wars. Such was 
the British orchestration of the wars of the 1�9�-191� 
interval, beginning with London’s 1�90s alliance with 
Japan for wars against China, Korea, and, a bit  later, 
Russia, and, since the early 1920s, an alliance of Britain 
and Japan for their shared intent of a major attack on 
Pearl  Harbor,  which  was  actually  unleashed  as  the 
opening act which brought on the U.S.A.’s declaration 
of war under President Franklin Roosevelt. The para-
digm expressed by what had been a joint British-Japan 
commitment to an attack on the Pearl Harbor base ex-
presses the semblance of an inbred instinct of the Brit-
ish  empire,  still  today.  No  serious  patriot  could  ever 
doubt that that same motive exists still today, for a dif-
ferent choice of action, perhaps, but  for  the  identical 
choice of intended result.

Notably, the same practice was that of the original 
imperial Roman empire, of which Lord Shelburne’s 
imperialism was a fully witting attempt at a “carbon 
copy.” The same policy is practiced under the title of the 
Nietzschean form of what has been named “fascism” 

since the advent of British imperial, and expend-
able puppet, Mussolini, a form which is associ-
ated with the cult of “creative destruction” of the 
late Joseph Schumpeter and of the followers of 
his economics teaching and practice today.

To gain a competent understanding of those 
factors  of  conflict  which  I  have  just  listed  in 
these preceding pages of  this  introduction, we 
must focus attention on the nature of the physi-
cal-scientific  principle  which  distinguishes  the 
U.S. Constitution, especially its systemically de-
fining Preamble, from empires of a type compa-
rable to the historically typical, ancient empires 
through  that  disease  to  be  recognized  as  the 
modern, monetarist  form of model of political 
economy.

The Modern Economy Defined
To see into modern trans-Atlantic culture and 

its  conflicts  more  deeply,  look  back,  to  trace 
modern European history from those beginnings 
assigned to the paramount roles of both ancient 
Egypt and the subsequent birth of ancient Greece. 
Seek the proper answer to the question: how and 
why was the United States actually created?

Insofar as we think of a modern, as distinct 
from a medieval Europe,  the explicit origin of 
the United States of America was a statement of 

policy specific to the founder of modern European sci-
ence, Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa. Cusa warned his as-
sociates, and stated in the papers setting forth his legacy, 
that his circles must guide Europeans into crossing the 
great oceans to build up nations according to the great 
legacy of  that great  ecumenical Council of Florence. 
Cusa himself had contributed so much that was crucial 
of the Council’s accomplishment and policy, including 
his providing the basis for the modern sovereign nation-
state, in his Concordancia Catholica (1�3�), and his 
founding of a system of modern European science, in 
his De Docta Ignorantia (1��0).

The immediate consequence of Nicholas of Cusa’s 
intention for crossing the great oceans, was by the Chris-
topher Columbus who was  inspired, explicitly, by  the 
documented statement of intention by Nicholas of Cusa 
himself. The misfortune in Columbus’ effort, was that 
the  Spanish  monarchy  had  become  a  puppet  of  the 
Habsburg dynasty, a dynasty which more or less effec-
tively crushed the efforts to realize the needed human 
goals of the efforts of Columbus and the followers of his 

Napoléon dumped his Ottoman-oriented first wife Joséphine, in favor of 
the Habsburg Princess Marie-Louise, during which time he subjected 
continental Europe to the bloody Napoléonic Wars (1799-1815), an echo 
of the Seven Years War of 1756-63. Shown: the marriage of Napoléon 
and Marie-Louise, April 2, 1810 (painting by Georges Rouget, 1811).
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intention. Thus,  in  the wake of  the Habsburg  tyranny 
over Central and South America generally, the realiza-
tion of what had been Cusa’s intention was left to the 
Seventeenth-century initiative of the Mayflower and its 
Massachusetts Bay followers.

Thus, the U.S. Federal Constitution, like that Consti-
tution’s leading heritage, which expressed the principle 
of a credit system, rather than an intrinsically imperialist 
monetarist system, has persisted, with a nudge from a 
gifted young genius and follower of the credit system of 
the  Winthrops  and  Mathers,  Alexander  Hamilton,  as 
being, still today, the credit system which is the unique, 
core principle of the U.S. Federal Constitution.

It is the implications of that crucial part of the rele-
vant historical background, which supply us, today, with 
the design for the remedy implicitly demanded by Philip 
Angelides’ now celebrated report. Unfortunately, there 
are very, very few economists, even in the U.S.A. today, 
who have shown a competent grasp of, even an honest 
attempt to grasp, recently, that principle upon which our 
United States and its Constitution are founded.

I. Credit versus Monetarism

Currently, the United States of America has what 
are nominally many, and ever many more 
trillions of U.S. dollars of debt accumu-
lated as what has been actually merely 
nominal wealth, as done under the “bail-
out” policies launched since 2008. That 
has been a debt caused by the sabotage, by 
such as U.S. Representative Barney Frank’s 
complicity in, first, his part, as an accom-
plice of Federal Reserve Chairman, and 
former J.P. Morgan conspirator Alan 
Greenspan, in the 1999 repeal of the 1933 
Glass-Steagall Act, and, in Frank’s own 
part in a 2007 commitment to sabotage the 
remedy represented by my July 2007 Home-
owners and Bank Protection Act. This now 
massively accumulated debt, is to be con-
sidered, in fact, as an absolutely worthless 
debt, or, what might be called “shadow 
money,” or money minted on the board 
game of Monopoly, when it is compared to 
the notion of what is an efficiently physical 
quality of value.

By “efficiently physical quality of 

value,” we must signify the notion of a “credit system,” 
as opposed to a “monetarist system,” a distinction in 
accord with the credit system introduced under the 
original charter of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and 
with the Hamiltonian notion of a credit system which 
was the original foundation of the crafting of the Fed-
eral Constitution of our United States.

As if to prove the wisdom of Hamilton’s part in cre-
ating our Federal Constitution, since that 2007-2008 
sabotageFebruary 24, 2011, the number of households 
subsisting on productive forms of employment, has col-
lapsed at a presently hyperbolically-accelerated rate; 
at the same time, a nominal, essentially worthless debt 
denominated in the “shadow money,” comparable to 
mere gambling debts, has been accelerating upwards in 
the direction of many more than twenty-odd trillions of 
nominal dollars of worthless value.

In brief, it is to be said, that under those ever more 
worthless personalties, Presidents George W. Bush, Jr. 
and Barack Obama, the cumulative nominal debt of the 
U.S.A., and also the world at large, has skyrocketed 
over the lapsed time of those Presidents’ incumbencies, 
while, at the same time, the physically useful produc-
tion and physical standards of existence of the citizens 
continue to plummet, at accelerating, hyper-inflation-
ary rates, into the threatened prospect of an early, gen-

Currently, the United States has accumulated trillions of dollars in debt, since 
the beginning of the bailout policies of 2008. This massively accumulated debt, 
is absolutely worthless Monopoly money, as compared with the true physical 
value in our economy. Those responsible for rejecting LaRouche’s remedies, 
such as Rep. Barney Frank, should “Go directly to jail,” now.
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eral physical-economic breakdown of not only the 
United States as a nation, but every nation of this 
planet.

In brief, what is about to happen, unless that is pre-
vented now, would be a breakdown which, if it were to 
be continued as allowed, would represent the greatest 
planetary “dark age” in all known history to date.

Such a disastrous outcome is not inevitable; but, it 
will not be stopped, unless the actually available, ap-
propriate countermeasures are set into motion now.

For example, under a continuation of the Presi-
dency of Barack Obama, the situation of the people of 
the United States (among other peoples), were actually 
hopeless at this time. It were likely, that were he dis-
charged under the appropriate provisions of Section 4 
of the 25th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, a re-
covery of the U.S. economy were possible, if, but only if 
that measure were now taken very soon.

However, under what happened to have been the 
elections of that pair of wretchedly incompetent U.S. 
Presidents, the dubious Bush and the impaired Obama, 
as in comparable problem-cases in other parts of the 
Americas, as in Europe, money is being transformed, 
and that at a currently accelerating rate, into the like-
ness of the play money of the dice-like-controlled game 
of “Monopoly.”

In this presently real-life “Monopoly-like” game 
being played out of the hands of high-ranking political 
fools today, some relatively “real money” is paid in, 
but, mostly, what is generated is merely “play-money” 
akin to that game’s internal provisions, as being uttered 
currently by such as the Federal Reserve System’s Alan 
Greenspan and Ben “Bubbles” Bernanke; money itself 
is becoming worthless. This swindle is fairly described 
as a matter of polluting the coffers with purely fictitious 
values, and, therefore, physically worthless assets of 
the hyper-inflationary bubble of cancerous “shadow 
banking,” which gobbles up more, and more of every 
remnant of what had been once been reasonably con-
sidered as value.

All of the so-called “bail out” funds, in addition to 
the unconscionable swindles which the Alan Greens-
pan administration of the Federal Reserve System had 
induced earlier, have represented an increasing accu-
mulation of worthless debt piled upon a shrinking mass 
of actual values: a pure financial-speculative bubble 
from its roots in the cancellation of the fixed-exchange-
rate system, into the general breakdown-crisis under 
way at the present time.

This process of decline, now over more than a 
decade in the trans-Atlantic region of the world, has 
brought us to not only the brink of a general collapse of 
the world’s monetary-financial bubble, not only a finan-
cial collapse, but a physical collapse in the means to 
sustain human life on anything near to the present level 
of the world’s population, a genocidal collapse in terms 
of both foodstuffs and comparable means.

These are times of an evil dream of “creative destruc-
tion,” as in a dream by a raving Friedrich Nietzsche 
dying of syphilis in an unkempt attic. Simply said, the 
time has come, to create better times, where and when 
the venereal-like disease of “shadow money” spread by 
such “artful dodgers” as Representative Barney Frank, 
no longer destroys nations.

The actual founders of what became known as the 
American credit  system, were  such as  the Winthrops 
and  Mathers  of  Seventeenth-century  Massachusetts. 
They, and their followers, such as the most notable Ben-
jamin Franklin, with his notion of a paper currency, and 
with  the  added  revolutionary  achievement  expressed 
by Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton’s presenta-
tion of  the great principle,  that of credit, gave us  the 
conception of public credit on which the unique advan-
tage supplied by our Federal Constitution’s existence, 
continues to depend, to the present day.

This needed outlook for today, was reflected in pop-
ular  language of  the  time, by Henry C. Carey’s 1�3� 
publication of his The Credit System.3 In this chapter 
of the report, I shall present the physical principle which 
is expressed by the principle of the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony’s system of “the Pinetree Shilling,” the physical-
scientific principle which underlies our republic’s rela-
tively unique conception of public credit.

Today,  looking  back  to  such  as  such  founders  of 
what  was  to  become  our  United  States,  as  the  Win-
throps,  the  Mathers,  Benjamin  Franklin,  Alexander 
Hamilton, and the great American economist of Abra-
ham Lincoln’s time, Henry C. Carey, we are presented 
with a record of an achievement, as under our President 
Franklin Roosevelt, which is essentially unique to the 
best  periods  of  the  origins  and  establishment  of  our 
United States; we are confronted, thus, with the notion 
of that principle of public credit, which is the currently 
indispensable  quality  of  both  our  own  constitutional 
tradition,  and,  presently,  a  policy  expressed  by  the 

3.  Philadelphia: Carey, Lea & Blanchard, 1�3�.
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Glass-Steagall principle which was already inherent in 
our U.S. constitutional system. That is a principle which 
is presently the only hope of rescue, not only of our im-
perilled United States, but also for the specific form of 
conditions  of  the  presently  imperilled  economies  of 
both other parts of the Americas, Eurasia, and Africa.

Africa,  for  example,  depends  for  its  virtual  exis-
tence  upon  the  application  of  such  a  reform  of  the 
American  and  Eurasian  systems  to  that  same  effect, 
now. The crashing of the levels of essential food-sup-
plies was the primary motive for the existential quality 
of the political crisis spreading from not only Tunisia 
and Egypt, but the larger region of the Mediterranean 
littoral and far beyond, even inside our own United 
States at this present time of crisis.

The Vernadsky Factor
My mission in this chapter of the report, is to take 

the  subject  of  the  principle  of  the  credit  system  (the 
system of public credit) to that higher level of what has 
become  among  the  greatest  achievements  of  modern 
physical science, those achievements of science which 
are presently typified by the work of Bernhard Riemann 
in such locations as his 1�5� habilitation dissertation.� 
The particular relevance of Riemann’s great discovery 
for our treatment of the principle of physical economy 
here, is best located, today, in the work of a follower of 
Riemann,  the  great  modern  scientific  genius  who 
emerged  in  the  Twentieth  Century,  the Academician 
V.I. Vernadsky. Vernadsky,  in  taking  into account his 
notion of “the Noösphere,” was among the most conse-
quential of Riemann’s followers for our present knowl-
edge in matters bearing on the physical principles de-
fining the uniquely specific nature and requirements of 
the continued existence and life of our human species.5

Vernadsky’s  discovery  of  the  universal  physical 
principle of the Noösphere, presents us, today, with the 
essential link needed to define that physical principle of 
human creativity on which a scientifically, fully compe-
tent notion of the economic value attributable to a tradi-
tionally American credit-system presently depends.

As  the argument developed below will  show,  this 

�.  Bernhard Riemann, Ueber die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie 
zu Grunde liegen (1�5�).

5.  Although Vernadsky credits Teilhard de Chardin with the minting of 
the term “noösphere,” the descriptive term as minted by Chardin, does 
not reach any of the much deeper, essential, principled features of Ver-
nadsky’s systemically Riemannian contributions under the use of this 
term.

fresh approach is indispensable for achieving any deep 
insight into the nature, and available cure of the global 
crisis  reaching  throughout our world,  and,  implicitly, 
beyond, today.

The Use of Our Constitution
What I have already begun to report in this location, 

does not, in itself, contradict those definitions of a sci-
ence of physical economy on which the crafting of the 
U.S. Federal Constitution was implicitly already based. 
Nonetheless, the present world crisis is already of such 
a qualitative, deep-going nature, and so calamitous in 
its  implications  for all mankind,  that what was  suffi-
ciently convenient for the Winthrops and Mathers, or 
for Benjamin Franklin, and for Treasury Secretary Al-
exander Hamilton in their respective times, does not yet 
treat,  explicitly,  those  far  deeper  implications  of  that 
physical science of economy which we must come to 

Office-museum of V.I. Vernadsky, Moscow

“Vernadsky’s discovery of the universal physical principle of 
the Noösphere,” LaRouche writes, “presents us, today, with the 
essential link needed to define that physical principle of human 
creativity on which a scientifically, fully competent notion of 
the economic value, attributable to a traditionally American 
credit-system, presently depends” (painting of Vernadsky by  
I.E. Grabar, 1934).
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know as the urgently needed, more advanced basis for 
the  set  of  remedies  required  for  present  crisis-condi-
tions.

We are now confronted, as in this time of my report 
here, with an onrushing,  international, already hyper-
inflationary,  general  breakdown-crisis  throughout  the 
trans-Atlantic region of the planet, in which the leading 
emphasis is already to be placed, as I have noted a few 
paragraphs earlier, on immediate remedies for a horri-
fying, hyperinflation-driven, soaring of prices attached 
to a deliberately designed process of a dwindling supply 
of  essential  food.  The  needed  price  and  distribution 
controls required against predatory practices of specu-
lation  in essentials of personal  life, must be  installed 
and maintained now; but, that is only an indispensable 
condition of the present moment.

It should also be recognized that such urgent real-
life  issues  presented  to  us  immediately,  today,  differ 
greatly in essential features of quality from that sense of 
day-to-day reality which still existed up to the point of 
the Spring 19��  and  later  riots  on  leading university 
campuses.  In  earlier  times,  especially prior  to  events 
such as the assassination of President John F. Kennedy 
and the consequent onset of the approximately decade-
long U.S. warfare in the Indo-China region, the world 
outlook of what might be reported as the perception of 
economic and social values of the majority adult popu-
lation  then, was  then still  colored with echoes of  the 
popular values associated with the then-already fading 
memories  of  an  outlook  on  life  under  the  Kennedy 
Presidency.

That  is  to  emphasize,  that  there  was,  at  one  time 
past,  a  correlation  among  physical  values  in  society, 
and, accompanying that, a certain degree of correlation 
of the needed qualities of knowledge which have now 
been lost to a very large degree, among the population 
born since the death of President Kennedy. Since that 
time, there has been a downturn into the existentialist 
plunge into the moral depravity of the 19��ers, a qual-
ity of depravity  like  that of  the  adopted depravity of 
Bertolt Brecht’s Threepenny Opera.

We have been plunged, so, into the Inferno of sheer 
madness, a madness typified inside the United States by 
a recent outbreak which erupted to shock Tucson, Ari-
zona. We are no  longer  representative of a culture  in 
which a sense of a concern for the promotion of moral 
worth, dominates  the behavior of our population. We 
are dealing, today, with a cultural nightmare, a so-called 
“post-industrial” state in North America and Europe, in 

which  the majority, of  rich and poor alike, no  longer 
have better  than a  tenuous access  to  the existence of 
anything which actually corresponds to a reality worth 
living.

This  physical-economic  and  also  moral  degrada-
tion, is what we must now change, suddenly, now.

Since the passing of the few years of the U.S. John 
F.  Kennedy Administration,  we  of  the  trans-Atlantic 
cultural domain have lost more and more of what had 
been  our  outstanding  role  among  the  nations  of  the 
world for  that domain’s superior accomplishments as 
an actually productive society. Already, since the Presi-
dency of Harry S Truman, and even more dramatically 
since the assassinations of President John F. Kennedy 
and  his  brother  Robert  Kennedy,  the  culture  of  our 
United States devolved by aid of successive giant steps 
downwards, through those “degenerations” in a popu-
lation which has been more, and more inclined to the 
outlooks and behavior of a post-productive society.

We  have  been  gripped  by  the  becoming  of  a  de-
praved, Dionysian sort of existentialist “entertainment 
culture.” This had been a degeneracy of culture which 
had, during the 19�0s and beyond, first, explored its na-
kedness,  and,  later  covered  over  the  follies  which  it 
saw, the latter with an hysteria as ferocious in its appe-
tites  as  that  earlier  for  the  display  of  one’s  own  and 
other peoples’ genitalia.

Thus, we are the members of a society which is be-
coming, in practice, either merely indifferent, or, espe-
cially,  as  under  Presidents  George  W.  Bush,  Jr.  and 
Barack Obama, outrightly hostile  to  the notion of  the 
values of a physically productive society possessed of 
the  fitness  to  survive.  The  sense  is,  that  the  present 
moment of the world is one of “the last chance” to re-
verse the direction from that of more than four decades, 
especially  the  two most  recent; your world  today has 
become a nightmare, an “Inferno” in the increasing like-
ness of the fabled “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.”

Can it be possible, still now, that, despite all this, life 
today holds some hope of the better for mankind gener-
ally? Consider some salient facts bearing on that ques-
tion, and also bearing on the nature of our Federal Con-
stitution as to be seen more clearly through the role of 
Alexander  Hamilton’s  crafting  of  the  most  essential 
principle on which the crafting of the Constitution was 
premised.

A  large  part  of  that  susceptibility  of  our  United 
States, and also other nations, to the general decline of 
the economies of the entire trans-Atlantic sector, is to 
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be located as the immediately preceding remarks have 
emphasized. This involves the presently prevailing, but 
actually  pathological  belief  in  the  notion  that  money 
correlates,  in  some way,  according  to  the notion  that 
something akin to money represents a value in itself.

Take  as  an  example,  the  case  of  the  “bail-out,” 
launched  in  the  U.S.A.  in  200�;  it  was  completely  a 
fraud, perpetrated, actually, on the initiative expressed 
by  the  career of  the Alan Greenspan who was deter-
mined to destroy our United States’ system, from a time 
not  later  than  his  early  19�0s  role  as  a  agent  of  J.P. 
Morgan working to destroy the Glass-Steagall law, as 
continued  through  his  ruinous,  implicitly  treasonous 
role  as  U.S.  Federal  Reserve  Chairman.  Greenspan’s 

initiatives  were  always  a  campaign  to  destroy 
the  protection  of  the  value  of  U.S.  currency 
through an implicitly treasonous cancellation of 
the Glass-Steagall law. Greenspan’s role to this 
effect  typifies  the  continuation,  since  the  U.S. 
Nixon Administration, of the phase of process of 
ruin  of  the  U.S.  dollar,  as  expressed  by  such 
cases in point as Greenspan’s role over the course 
of  that  period  of  Greenspan’s  role  with  J.P. 
Morgan, to the present time.

Indeed,  the  only  way  in  which  the  United 
States could prevent the total destruction of that 
nation by the very sick kind of current law en-
acted under both President George W. Bush, Jr. 
and President Barack Obama, would be, essen-
tially,  to  remove President Obama  from office 
under the relevant provisions of Section � of the 
25th Amendment to the U.S. Federal Constitu-
tion, and to proceed immediately under a revival 
of  the original 1933 Glass-Steagall Act, which 
must  release  the  proceeding  to  the  exemplary 
implementation  of  the  North  American  Water 
and Power Alliance (NAWAPA)—but, more on 
that later.

The Liberals’ Refusal To Reform
On the surface of the current trends in public 

practice, the leading argument against a return to 
the 1933 U.S. Glass-Steagall Law on which the 
survival of the U.S. economy had then depended, 
is  that  that  reform suffers  the merely apparent 
fault, that the presently reigning financier system 
of the trans-Atlantic region, on which the worth-
less swindlers of the world depend currently for 
their sense of pleasurable power, would immedi-

ately collapse.
In fact, Glass-Steagall would have precisely such an 

effect for those international financial systems such as 
that associated with the current, British imperial, Inter-
Alpha Group and its offspring. However, the more rel-
evant point is, that, all relevant facts considered, with-
out  a  return  to  the  U.S.A.’s  Glass-Steagall  standard, 
civilization would soon cease  to exist  throughout  the 
entirety of this planet. The choices of alternatives should 
be, therefore, obvious, if and when we consider the in-
terests of human beings, rather than those of the usu-
rers.

As I have written on earlier occasions, the bankrupt-
ing of the British imperial financial system need not be 

The world now confronts one of the last chances to reverse the direction 
from that of the past four decades, a nightmare, in the increasing 
likeness of the fabled “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” Shown, 
Albrecht Dürer’s famous woodcut of the “Four Horsemen” (1498).
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a disaster for the population of those Islands. Quite the 
contrary. We would promptly supply them with emer-
gency support for the establishment of a credit system, 
to occupy the place of their already virtually defunct, 
Inter-Alpha  Group-based  monetarist  system.  Admit-
tedly, this would be the end of the British empire, but 
the  Britons  would  be  the  leaner,  healthier,  and,  ulti-
mately, of better disposition, for the change.

Under  these present  circumstance,  the best which 
could be said of the present world monetarist system, is 
that it is in no sense worth saving. The adoption of a 
credit system, as defined in the design of the American 
System of political-economy, can create a viable new 
banking system consistent with the Glass-Steagall law, 
that  as  if  “almost  instantaneously;”  even  an  interna-
tional fixed-exchange-rate credit system, one based on 
the American principle of public credit, as Alexander 
Hamilton did in the composition of our Federal Consti-
tution;  our  Federal  Constitution  implicitly  demands 
precisely that nested set of previously proven as suc-
cessful reforms, once more, now.

Looking at the same matter from a different stand-
point, the wiping out of the kinds of banking systems 
hostile to the Glass-Steagall reform, is the only present 
condition under which civilization could survive at this 
time of global crisis. Without the equivalent of Glass-
Steagall, civilization itself would now soon disappear, 
not  only  among  the  nations  within  or  bounding  the 
trans-Atlantic nations; the general-breakdown form of 
collapse  would  be  carried  into  the Asia  regions  with 
monstrously devastating consequences there.�

The collapse of that present, speculative element in 
financial banking practices, would be a blessing to hu-
manity.

Look at the latter aspect of the prospect; but, first, 
consider the relevant trend in world economic history 
since the death of U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt.

The  avowed  intention  of  U.S.  President  Franklin 
Roosevelt had been, that, when the great war of 1939-
19�5 would have come to an end, the great productive 
power being built-up for the conduct of war against the 
Nazis and their nominal Japan ally, would be unleashed 
for  the greatest wave of productive  improvements  in 
the political and economic conditions of life the world 
had yet known.

With the death of President Franklin Roosevelt, that 

�.  In  deference  to  Stephen  Vincent  Benet’s  “The  Devil  and  Daniel 
Webster,” I would not say, “Come up to Scratch.”

policy was not only abandoned; the opposite direction 
was chosen by a U.S. Truman Administration operating 
under the British imperial guidance of the imperialist 
Winston Churchill and his British Labour Party succes-
sor  Clement  Attlee.  The  policy  which  was  imposed 
upon the United States itself, under the Truman Admin-
istration,  was  a  policy  of  what  is  called  economic 
“creative destruction,” a Nietzschean conception trans-
lated into its expression as an economic policy under 
Nietzsche’s followers such as the Nazi period’s econo-
mist Werner Sombart, and such successors of Werner 
Sombart from the so-called “Austrian School,” as Brit-
ain’s  and  Harvard  University’s  Joseph  Schumpeter, 
and, then, such Schumpeter followers as my defeated 
opponent in a celebrated debate, Professor Abba Lerner. 
Such is also Larry Summers, the latter lately of the Ad-
ministration of President Barack Obama.

With  the  arrival  of  Winston  Churchill’s  “patsy” 
Harry S Truman into his British-lackey-like role, came 
what was actually to be recognized as a British sort of 
“fascist”  policy,  one  which  served  as  the  customary 
habit  associated  with  the  British  imperial  policy  of 
Churchill,  Truman,  Attlee  and  their  successors.  The 
policy of Dionysian Hellishness which Nietzsche had 
bestowed upon Adolf Hitler’s practice, had come back 
to what were properly to be recognized as the British 
imperial  origins  of  Lord  Shelburne’s  crew,  and  now 
more than a decade under the roles of recent U.S. Presi-
dents George W. Bush, Jr., and Barack Obama.

The Creation of Wealth’s Creation
Recently, one among my associates from our science-

driver  “Basement  Team,”  Cody  Jones,  served  as  the 
producer of a just under a three-quarters of an hour’s 
broadcast of a summary of the chemistry of the evolu-
tion of life on Earth, from primitive one-celled forms of 
life into higher forms of life operating under the protec-
tion of  the  so-called  “ozone  layer.”� The  factors  em-
ployed in bringing about this development of the condi-
tions of higher forms of life on Earth, include a crucial 
role of our galaxy in efficiently shaping the precondi-
tions  for  the  shaping  of  the  evolution  of  life  on  our 
planet, and, thus, within Earth, within our Solar system, 
and, in turn, under the reign of our galaxy. In brief: the 
known biological history of the universe shows itself to 
be an intrinsically anti-entropic process, in which a so-
called “Second Law of Thermodynamics” never actu-

�.  www.larouchepac.com/node/1�323
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ally existed as an intrinsic law of nature.
These facts have crucial importance for understand-

ing the nature and source of the grave errors of practice, 
which have been common to many known, entire human 
cultures. It is those arbitrary, systemically false beliefs 
in a so-called “Second Law of Thermodynamics,” which 
account for certain among the worst offenses of entire 
cultures against mankind, in the present time, as in the 
past. These notions of  that superstitious belief and  its 
likenesses, have been systemic follies of the type which 
are expressed by the errant, but nonetheless still wide-
spread belief in a fraudulent, so-called “Second Law.”

This  fallacy,  as  often  identified  by  that  modern, 
pseudo-scientific title, is actually what has been known 
as a commonplace manifestation  to be  recognized as 
such in all of the more or less thorough studies of the 
known history of sundry cultures of mankind. Its politi-
cal history is best understood from the vantage-point of 
studies of what is popularly known as Classical Greek 
civilization. In studies of ancient Classical Mediterra-
nean literature, it is well known as the issue of the quar-
rel between the evil Olympian Zeus and Prometheus. 
Still within the period of Classical ancient Mediterra-
nean civilization, it is known as the subject of the dev-
astating attack on Aristotle by that celebrated Philo of 
Alexandria  who  is  otherwise  famous  as  “Philo  Ju-
daeus,”  the  associate  of  the  Christian Apostles  Peter 
and Mark.

The notable point to be emphasized in that connec-
tion as bearing on our subject here, is Philo’s detailed 
denunciation of the fraud of Aristotle concerning Cre-
ation. Aristotle had insisted, at least implicitly so, that 
the  process  of  Creation  of  the  Universe,  the  Mosaic 
doctrine according to the first chapter of Genesis, was 
in error in assuming that the process of creation of the 
universe had not stopped at a point prior to the appear-
ance of mankind.

Aristotle’s  argument  had  insisted  that  the  Creator 
himself had lost the power to continue creating once an 
initial, finite step of creation had been completed: this 
was  the same Aristotelean argument which served as 
the precedent for Friedrich Nietzsche’s copy of the Dio-
nysian cult’s cry of “God is dead!” This cry of the pro-
Satanic cult of Dionysus, is best known as the hallmark 
of  the process of degenerations  in European civiliza-
tions known since the reign of ancient Babylon, as also 
of the Apollo-Dionysus cult of the unholy Delphi.

What confronts us in the argument of Aristotle, is, in 
one part, myth, but, at the same time, is a very real kind 

of extant policy, a policy known historically as “the oli-
garchical  principle.”  It  is  the  same  anti-humanistic 
policy we know as the dogma launched as the fraud of 
Silent Spring, the satanic “Bible” of the “greenie” cult, 
and, of course, the Dionysian cult of such as Nietzsche’s 
fascist “creativity as destruction” thesis which is other-
wise typical of the existentialist cults of the present day, 
and of existentialist economists  such as Sombart and 
Schumpeter.

The essential precondition  for  the continued exis-
tence of a civilized form of human life, is an anti-entro-
pic principle of continuing increase of the energy-flux 
density of human economic practice per capita and per 
square kilometer of territory. Any policy, or merely the 
practice of virtual “zero growth,” or blocks against in-
crease of the applied energy-flux density of production 
and  basic  economic  infrastructure  per  capita  and  per 
square kilometer, is the practice of a crime against hu-
manity, a crime known as genocide, the crime associ-
ated with the British monarchy’s Prince Philip and his 
avowedly pro-genocidal World Wildlife Fund (WWF).

The  total defeat of  the  intention expressed by  the 
WWF is the foremost of the goals which define moral-
ity. Franklin Roosevelt understood this principle in his 
opposition to both the British empire and the Wall Street 
gang which, like the British monarchy under Edward 
VIII, had backed Adolf Hitler until the Wehrmacht had 
overrun France, and whose British and Wall Street de-
scendants  represent  Hitler-like  population  policies 
again today.

II. Beyond the FDR Revolution

Look, for a moment or so, at the difference between 
what human beings actually are, and what we can recog-
nize, if we really try to understand the meaning of the ex-
istence of both the human species and what most people, 
even most among the very rare persons who are truly 
thoughtful ones, imagine that we are. For example.

A man says of himself, “I deserve respect.” Respect 
for what? Look at what those among us who know 
something of a few hundred thousand years of human 
existence think is the meaning of a self-conscious human 
life. What does that mean from the vantage-point of 
what a Creator might think of the human species, of the 
purpose of mankind’s existence in the universe, and, 
hence, the meaning of the existence of an individual 
human life?
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Think of the subject of human mortality. Why might 
some think that a great Classical artist or scientist is 
dead, merely because their mortal life is completed? Do 
some persons not actually create the idea of newly cre-
ated states of the efficient effects of the self-development 
of the creative powers of the human mind? Is it not that 
case, that that creative aspect of the existence of that cre-
ative mind continues to act efficiently on the potential 
conditions of all human life, implicitly forever? It is the 
soul which neither created such a discovery, nor assimi-
lated that discovery in ways passed to the living as in 
perpetuity, which has come to an end with death.

Think, then, as I do, about the state of human life on 
the planet at this time, and, at the same time, see the vir-
tually criminal mind of those persons who, for one fool-
ish reason or another, refuse to recognize how useless, 
or even worse than useless, the existence of a Wall Street 

or comparable British life might be, as we 
might imagine the standpoint of a Creator. 
Do we never ask ourselves:  “What is the 
meaning of the existence of the human indi-
vidual from the standpoint of the creative 
processes which define the existence of what 
we are presently enabled to know concerning 
the true functional meaning of mankind in the 
universe?” Look at what each of us might 
think to be the purpose of our existence in the 
universal scheme of things, if we reflect on 
what a scientific view might show us to be the 
attributable purpose for mankind’s existence 
in this universe.

Must we think of ourselves as like some 
kind of wind-up toy, with a built-in pro-
grammed design, such that we behave ac-
cording to something like the mechanisms of 
a wind-up manufactured toy, even a merely 
mechanical toy, without even a thought about 
the possible justification for our existence 
beyond that mere program which we might 
attribute as built into our virtual mechanical 
operating design as like a mechanical toy?

The advantage of progress in a physical-
scientific view of mankind, in the light of such 
considerations, is the combination of what 
we, as in the “basement team” are presently 
enabled to know, as contrasted with the usual 
concerns of those among our fellow-humans 
who, shall we say, “take the meaning of 
human life for granted,” human life as some-

thing we act out even according to pre-programmed 
rules, with little thought, or no thought at all, about the 
meaning of this universe, or the human personality 
within it.

There is a purpose in the existence of this universe. 
Whether we actually know that purpose, or not, that 
purpose exists. When we view such concerns from what 
little we actually know about the existence of the uni-
verse within the galaxy with which life on our planet, 
within this Solar system, is associated, we are provided 
with evidence which shows us patterns of a design 
within that aspect of the universe, and, thus, a distant 
intimation of the purpose which makes this universe 
tick. What are we, and what is the purpose of our exis-
tence, as adducible from that vantage-point?

The best thing that the more fortunate among us do 
know, is just that. In this chapter of the present report as 

“Is it not the case,” LaRouche asks, about the subject of human mortality, 
that the “creative mind continues to act efficiently on the potential 
conditions of all human life, implicitly forever?” Shown: Rembrandt self-
portrait (ca. 1660-62).
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being written here, I feature a crucial point, as fol-
lows.

What must we think, then, of some poor collection of 
fools associated with the British monarchy or what we 
have learned to despise, if we are actually moral, about 
Wall Street? About that essentially silly appendage of 
relatively recent millennia of history as that British 
monarchy? Does a Wall Street creature have a soul with 
an identifiable purpose in life within the processes 
which affect a conscious form of human life within this 
galaxy? How much distance, or perhaps better said, 
how little, actually exists, if at all, between the manner 
in which President Barack Obama functions, and the 
actions of a defective product of the assembly-line for a 
type of mechanical wind-up, or electrical, or gas-pow-
ered toy?

What we among the better informed of the inhabit-
ants of our planet know, is a modest bit of true knowl-
edge in respect to such matters, but there is accessible 
to us something about that which we are presently en-
abled to know, however modest that may be.

The best thing to be known, among those thoughts 
which can be accepted with the most ruthless self-criti-
cal view of the intent driving our existence as human 
individuals, is that the universe has a manifest purpose 
in its sense of anti-entropic direction. That purpose is 
true creativity in and of itself, or, otherwise, a compel-
ling sense of the nature and meaning of true creativity. 
The best of the presently available knowledge among us 
now, is a sense of the fact that what we might best name 
“pure creativity,” is the principle expressed by the uni-
verse in general, and by those intrinsically anti-entro-
pic creative powers which distinguish the potential of 
the individual human personality, as Academician V.I. 
Vernadsky has shown, from the beasts and mechanical 
toys alike.

As long as you do not believe that is the case, and 
are not motivated by that knowledge, you are bereft of 
all but scant knowledge of the appropriate purpose or 
other general meaning of your own existence, and, 
therefore, find yourself tempted by enchanting fairy 
tales which are merely the consoling lies you tell your-
selves and your neighbors. You are left to amuse your-
self sufficiently to keep one plugging along, like a typi-
cally miserable existentialist operating on a kind of 
morality which does not much exceed the imagination 
of a creature suffering the disorders of a factory reject 
on the production-line of life.

Human creativity, as we know it best thus far, is the 

quality of conscience which guides one among us to a 
tenacious grip on practicing a life which is meaning-
ful in the assigned mission of human life within this 
universe. All which is contrary to that is pathetic self-
deception. We may rightly believe such things as the 
best among us do, as we may sometimes say, “Moses 
and the prophets;” we believe this because we know 
that these thoughts, however imperfectly grasped, are 
reflections of that truth which must become our mission 
in life within this galaxy, and, hence, within this uni-
verse. Love of mankind, expressed with the passion of 
scientific discovery and creative Classical artistic com-
position, are testaments to a true principle, such that, 
from that vantage-point, we sense the essential quality 
of knowable truth. Not only do we “go on, living,” but 
we are overjoyed by the fact of every minute of the ex-
perience of that process.

Learn from history.
Had President Franklin Roosevelt lived to steer the 

post-World  War  II  world’s  recovery,  Churchill’s  and 
Wall  Street’s  political  whore,  Harry  S  Truman  (no 
middle name, only a naked “S”), would not have been 
able to turn the fate of the post-war world in favor of 
that same old British empire which President Franklin 
Roosevelt had avowed it  to be his  intention to elimi-
nate, as the last of those imperialist systems, led by the 
Churchill at that time.

The offenders included other agents of the British 
empire, including the same Wall Street gang which had 
earlier  nourished  a  mistaken,  wishful  view,  a  view 
which, mistakenly, deluded itself into relying upon the 
presumption  of Adolf  Hitler’s  presumed  intention  to 
attack the Soviet Union first. That was the silly view 
among the British and the Wall Street gang’s pro-fas-
cists such as Brown Brothers Harriman, which contin-
ued until the Wehrmacht had overrun a France whose 
command had lacked the will and competence to defend 
itself against an attack which the British, French, Bel-
gian, and Dutch governments had presumed would be 
made  manageable,  if  it  ever  came,  by  the  effects  of 
German losses expected on the Soviet front, during the 
time those “Western” allies were waiting for a Germany 
which they were confident would be greatly weakened 
in its attack on the depths of Soviet territory.�

�.  The war-time memoirs of General Charles de Gaulle prompt relevant 
insights into this matter, and of Marc Bloch’s Strange Defeat (London: 
Oxford University Press, 19��).
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Instead, the Wehrmacht 
promptly  disappointed  the 
allied  nations  of  Europe 
west  of  Nazi  Germany’s 
border,  and  used  the  rela-
tively  easy  pickings  it 
found in France, to acquire 
the  strength,  through  the 
looting  of  France,  both  to 
avoid the familiar German 
command’s  fear  of  a  war 
on two fronts, and to build 
up  the  forces  intended  for 
the  later  attack  on  the 
Soviet  Union,  once  the 
defeat of France had been 
reasonably  secured  for  a 
time.9

Thus, the facts of post-
1�90  warfare  in  Europe 
(and  beyond)  and  the  es-
sentials  of  the  intervening 
two  decades  between  two 
so-called  “world  wars”  of 
the 191�-19�5 interval, are 
to  be  reconsidered  by  us 
now, with  that one excep-
tion, as a single, continuing 
1�90-19�5 process, whose 
consequences are to be judged as a single process inso-

9.  In what was called “The First World War,” the concern of the German 
command was  the need  to cripple  the advance of  the Russian  forces 
moving  to attack Germany from the east, while German forces were 
already being subjected to a mobilization against them on the western 
front. In the “second world war,” the considerations were somewhat dif-
ferent, but the point to be made remains clear, nonetheless. There are 
comparable implications in the case of the Soviet commitment to con-
ducting  the  battle  at  Stalingrad.  The  U.S.  logistical  support  for  the 
Soviet Union in this period leading to the Wehrmacht’s defeat at Stalin-
grad, was a most crucial development in the entirety of “World War II.” 
The principles of physical geometry expressed by Prussian strategy in 
aid of the Russian tactic of defense against Napoleon’s forces, was a 
comparable consideration, again, in Soviet defense during World War 
II. A comparable case was the trap set for  the U.S. forces in  the war 
launched by the U.S.A. in Indo-China, despite both President Kenne-
dy’s and General Douglas MacArthur’s warnings against the trap im-
plicit in a “land war in Asia,” a warning which should be regarded as a 
later case expressing the same principle. British-directed U.S. land wars 
in west Asia are comparable types of folly, and we take into account that 
the British have sometimes sacrificed their own forces out of the desire 
for the damage incurred by the United States, as in two wars in Iraq and 
Barack Obama’s lunatic folly in Afghanistan.

far as they bear directly on 
the post-World War II de-
velopments  as  such.  In 
fact,  the  entire  interval, 
1�90-2011 to date, is to be 
recognized  as  being  a 
single  historical  fact  in 
terms of its origins and its 
consequences  up  to,  and 
beyond the present date.

In  my  reference  to  an 
“intervening  set  of  those 
two war-time periods,” the 
reason  I  have  referenced 
the background from 1�90 
through  “World  War  I,” 
and to the two decades be-
tween those “world wars,” 
was  done  in  order  to  fill 
necessary  background  for 
understanding the bearing 
of  the  British  preparatory 
steps to the warfare of the 
1�90-191� interval for un-
derstanding the warfare of 
the  entire  interval  1�90-
191�  as  a  set-up  for  both 
World War II and Winston 
Churchill’s  and  Bertrand 

Russell’s combined  roles  in  their  launching  the plan-
ning  for  world-wide  nuclear  warfare  over,  speaking 
technically, the interval 19��-19�9, and its aftermath. 
In the entire period 1�90-2011, nothing as much as the 
geopolitical issue itself has shaped the global behavior 
of the British empire and its accomplices.

Re-examine that history.
What became known, popularly, as “the Great War” 

of 191�-1�, had been frankly admitted, from its actual 
1�90 beginning, as a British intention to launch world-
wide warfare which was a reaction to the intentions of 
Germany and Russia to develop, in Eurasia, a system of 
transcontinental  railway  systems  modeled  upon  the 
prior achievement of the United States, most emphati-
cally the geopolitical issue posed by the U.S. transcon-
tinental railway system. The “environmentalist” role of 
President Theodore Roosevelt in launching his treason-
ous  “environmentalist”  policies  in  the  western  land-
areas of  the U.S.  territory  itself, and Theodore Roos-
evelt’s role as both a crony of H.G. Wells and as a de 

The industrialization of the United States, as exemplified by the 
Transcontinental Railway, was countered by the anglophile 
President Theodore Roosvelt, in launching his treasonous 
“environmentalist” policies. Shown: T.R. celebrating his 
inauguration as President, following the assassination of the 
American patriot William McKinley, on Sept. 14, 1901.
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facto British agent in the Portsmouth arrangements re-
specting the British-Japan war of 1905 against Russia, 
are exemplary.

From  the  start,  the British  intention behind what 
became known as its unique responsibility for the cre-
ation of “World War I,” was frankly confessed by them 
to have been “geopolitical issues;” the crucial “geopo-
litical” issue among these was not only the develop-
ment of the U.S. transcontinental railway system, but 
the  echo  of  this  achievement  in  Germany  and  in 
Russia. These two, respectively German and Russian 
developments defined the core of the so-called “geo-
political” issues which were the direct cause of World 
War I  launched by the British empire over so-called 
“geopolitical issues.” The extension of the successful 
rise of the United States to a world economic power, 
which  taken  together  with  the  rallying  of  Germany 
and Russia,  among others,  to  the 1��� Philadelphia 
Centennial Exposition, signified that the imperial form 
of  global,  imperialist  maritime  power  of  the  British 
Empire could not match the accelerating rates of pro-
ductivity  achieved  through  transcontinental  railway 
systems  which  vastly  outclassed  ocean  transport  in 
economic efficiency. That was the “geopolitical issue” 
as the British empire defined its motives for its crimi-
nal role in building up the post 1�90 preparations of a 
continuing,  world-wide  geopolitical  war  against  the 
United States and its continental Eurasia partners up 
through the present date.

From  the  standpoint of  actually witting American 
patriots, President Franklin Roosevelt’s intentions for 
the post-war world, had he lived, had been centered on 
his intention to bring to an end those conditions, which 
had been created by the British Empire for the included 
purpose of destroying the United States’ independence 
of Britain’s mechanisms of Wall Street control.

The central feature of FDR’s intention to this end, 
had  been  a  combination  of  the  use  of  the  projected 
United Nations as the vehicle for bringing the Soviet 
Union and China into a global partnership for economic 
development among the nations of the planet. The prac-
ticality of this venture lay in the notion of an interde-
pendence of the nation’s use of the build-up of the war-
time capabilities of the United States under President 
Franklin Roosevelt, for the purpose of converting the 
potentially  idled portion of  the high-energy-flux den-
sity mode of increase of that productive capacity which 
had been ensconced in production for war, now to be 
applied,  with  relatively  continued  levels  of  full  eco-

nomic force, for programs of post-war economic recon-
struction. These programs were aimed, by intention, for 
elimination of  the pre-existing colonialist and related 
imperialist  systems  of  Europe  and  beyond,  with  the 
intent to create a community of respectively sovereign 
nation-states assisted in developing themselves as fully 
sovereign nation-states of a world-wide system of noth-
ing but sovereign nation-states.

These conditions of that time have defined the Brit-
ish commitment to secure the destruction of both our 
United States and the principle represented by its Con-
stitution.

Our intended outcome, was what the British empire 
would  not  tolerate.  The  death  of  President  Franklin 
Roosevelt was, therefore, a most convenient event from 
the vantage-point of such “blokes” among World War II 
British  imperialists  as  Winston  Churchill,  the  mon-
strously satanic Bertrand Russell, and the British impe-
rial Royal household.

I  repeat,  that  these  issues were not original  to  the 
close of the post-World War II situation, nor have these 
issues ever gone away, up to the present day.

In  the early 1�90s, a group of nations,  led by  the 
British empire and the Mikado of that time, had entered 
into an agreement to launch a new war against China, a 
war set into motion about 1�9�, which continued into 
World War I, and was continued in principle up to the 
surrender of Japan in 19�5. That alliance of the British 
empire and Japan had been refreshed at the beginning 
of the 1920s, by their agreement to ruin the naval power 
of the United States, an agreement which included the 
development of Japan naval forces in the Pacific into 
sufficient strength for an intended attack by both Japan 
and  the  British  navy,  on  both  the  U.S.  naval  base  at 
Pearl Harbor, and a comparable, coordinated attack on 
the U.S. Atlantic fleet.10

If  we  recognize  that  Truman  was  essentially  a 

10.  The  ironical  fact  is,  that,  for  as  long  as Britain was  implicitly  a 
backer of the creation of the Nazi takeover of Germany, the anti-U.S.A. 
alliance of Britain and Japan continued in effect. When Britain was im-
pelled to “adjust” its then outstanding alliances after the Fall of France, 
the British alliance with Japan against the U.S.A. became complicated, 
to say the least. Japan reacted by turning to its “Plan B,” attacks on both 
the U.S.A. and the British and related interests in the Asia-Indian Ocean 
sector. The actual launching of the Japan attack on Pearl Harbor came as 
a “wrenching” quality of last-minute final decision to go ahead, a deci-
sion echoed in character by a “last minute, existentialist quality of final 
decision”  to proceed. One must  not  overlook  the  fact  that,  as  of  the 
1920s, major naval forces were still the force of choice for “mass de-
struction” of a rival strategic power.
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Churchill- and rather long-standing 
Wall  Street,  pro-Nazi  leading 
puppet,  “recolonization”  replaced 
President Roosevelt’s commitment 
to  freeing  the  captive  nations,  in-
cluding Europe’s  former  colonies, 
by  means  of  the  capabilities  ex-
pressed  in  the  potential  for  the 
greater  part  of  what  could  have 
been  an  accelerating  process  of 
economic  self-development  of 
once-captive nations of the British-
led  imperial  systems.  Truman’s 
slavish,  implicitly  virtually  trea-
sonous  bending  to  Churchill’s 
policy,  carried with  it  the Truman 
policy  of  sharp  cutbacks  in  that 
conversion  of  the  war-time  capa-
bilities of industrial and related de-
velopment, and destroying the vast 
program  of  vast  “infrastructure” 
undertakings  combined  with  the 
accelerated  development  of  the 
productive  powers  of  labor,  and 
standard of  living among the peo-
ples which had been entrapped into 
menial  service  to European,  espe-
cially British colonialist interests.

To  understand  those  post-war 
developments, we must not overlook the point that Wall 
Street’s and Churchill’s virtual puppet Harry S Truman, 
was  an  expression  of  the  politics  of  a  period  of  the 
World War I legacy of Ku Klux Klan fanatic Woodrow 
Wilson, and of the Wall Street-centered monetary inter-
ests under U.S. Presidents Calvin Coolidge and Herbert 
Hoover, as this was typified by the J.P. Morgan interest, 
as,  in  parallel,  by  such  creators  of  the  Adolf  Hitler 
regime as the Bank of England’s Montagu Norman, a 
Montagu Norman who was a leading figure guiding the 
backing of Adolf Hitler, personally, by Hjalmar Schacht, 
Brown Brothers Harriman, and related Wall Street in-
terests.

The Tukhachevsky Syndrome
An important fact pertaining to exactly that point, 

which is to be taken from the 1930s, but which is often 
overlooked, is a fact which is crucial for understanding 
the post-World War II conditions: the now usually over-
looked matter of Josef Stalin’s assignment to Marshall 

Tukhachevsky  to  seek  to  enlist 
either England or France into a pre-
ventive defense against  the Wehr-
macht threat. This included a fea-
ture developed under Tukhachevsky 
of  a  massing  of  a  relatively  vast 
magnitude of Russian parachutists’ 
drops to act in alliance against the 
Hitler  forces.  Both  London  and 
Paris rejected such an alliance, and 
Tukhachevsky was shot. This case 
must be taken into account to un-
derstand fully the relevant features 
of the run-up into the Wehrmacht’s 
overrunning  France,  and  the  cir-
cumstances  under  which  Europe 
and  the  U.S.A.  entered  the  post-
war world.

The  policy  of  the  British  and 
French  governments  of  that  time, 
and  slightly  later,  and  also,  natu-
rally, Wall Street, too, of the period 
leading  into  19�0,  had  presumed 
that an effective Wehrmacht attack 
on  France  and  Belgium  would 
never  come.  According  to  their 
foolish  estimate,  Germany  would 
be bled into weakness on the plains 
of  Eastern  Europe,  without  ever 

troubling France and Britain significantly.
Think back to the German design for a war policy of 

Russia’s  defense  against  Napoleon’s  forces,  a  design 
which  succeeded  in  destroying  Napoleon’s  power,  a 
design for Russia’s defense which was not forgotten by 
the Soviet leadership in World War II, as in the “Stalin-
grad effect.”

The Allied Anglo-French policy going  into 1939-
19�0, had been the doctrine of the “Western Wall,” the 
presumption  that  the  threat  of  attack  from  the  Weh-
rmacht  would  have  begun  after  the  Wehrmacht  had 
been bled into weakness on the Soviet front. This was 
also the Wall Street Liberal’s view of the matter, as the 
case of the silly, London-connected Walter Lippmann’s 
arguments  on  this  matter  has  illustrated.  The  British 
and French were prepared to re-fight World War I, not 
the reality of the Wehrmacht’s World War II. Without 
the  actions  of  President  Franklin  Roosevelt  and  the 
Soviet mobilization, neither Britain nor France would 
exist today.

Stalin assigned Marshall Mikhail 
Tukhachevsky (1893-1937) to seek to enlist 
either England or France in a preventive 
defense against the Wehrmacht threat, in the 
lead-up to World War II. Both London and 
Paris rejected such an alliance, and 
Tukhachevsky (shown here) was shot.
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Were Wall Street, Britain, and France all stupid in 
these matters shaping much of the post-war world’s re-
alities? Not exactly; their misjudgment was a matter of 
what might be fairly termed as being the problematic 
features of their species-instinct, not reason. They might 
have been clever, but their cleverness was working for 
the wrong species. The British empire, as customary for 
it since the Seven Years War of 1�5�-�3, and as it had 
collaborated with Prince Metternich in the period of the 
British-Habsburg managing of Napoleon Bonaparte’s 
wars  on  the  European  continent,  was  playing  every-
body against everyone on the European continent, all 
for the sake of the intended triumph and the glory of a 
British Empire, a new Roman Empire, which Britain’s 
Lord Shelburne had intended should be eternal. Their 
intention  was  as  clear  as  it  was  malicious,  but  their 
minds’ outlook was muddied with fatuous imperial de-
lusions.

Culturally  speaking,  the  British  empire  was  the 
wrong species for realizing the intentions of the actu-
ally human race, and the British monarchy remains just 
that, still, today. The issue today is to be found among a 
bag-full of fools, including the brutish British of today; 
the essential issue is not who will lose, but, who will 
survive.  If  the  leadership  is  located  in  a  U.S.A.  of  a 
President Obama, it is virtually certain that we would 
not survive, unless Obama were removed to safe-keep-
ing,  in protection  from his own enraged and cheated 
former supporters, as under Section � of the U.S. 25th 
Amendment.

Even during the past time of a U.S.A. and British 
alliance for the proper aims of World War II, the British 
were already using  that collaboration under war-time 
conditions, to prepare an assault on the sovereignty of 
our United States.

However, to understand the geopolitical warfare of 
the interval from 1�90 to the present moment, we must 
approach the subject of that interval from an overview 
of  the  aftermath  of  the  great  ecumenical  Council  of 
Florence, both in the effects associated with that Coun-
cil, but also the contending factions among the pro-oli-
garchical  factions  seeking  to destroy  the work of  the 
Council at that time. The history of an extended modern 
European culture now extends beyond a half a millen-
nium, in and of itself; this past century, to the extent that 
we can account for important developments within so 
limited  a  framework  as  that,  can  not  be  competently 
represented, even respecting the significant cultural and 
economic issues of today, without taking into account 

the tightly-interlaced, kaleidoscopic mesh of transfor-
mations which have occurred within the full breadth of 
the  ancient  through  present-day  history  of  European 
and closely related developments in civilization.

To wit: consider the crucial role of Jeanne d’Arc for 
its bearing on the future of France and the development 
of  that  great  ecumenical  Council  of  Florence  which 
was,  in  itself,  a  crucially  determining  aspect  of  all 
modern European history. The complexities of the reli-
gious warfare of the 1�92-1��� precedent for the Peace 
of Westphalia, for the emergence of the Fourth Roman 
Empire,  that  for  the  New Venetian  Party  which  took 
over  England  to  create  the  foundations  of  a  British 
Empire which dominates the planet as a monetarist im-
perialism still today.

This features the crucial importance of the Ameri-
can Revolution,  the  aftermath of  the French Revolu-
tion,  the wars and economic revolutions of  the Nine-
teenth  Century,  and,  so  on,  up  to  the  point  of  the 
presently devastating global economic crisis, a mass of 
interlinked processes, none of which could be compe-
tently considered apart from the others over the course 
of no less than nearly six centuries, from the early Six-
teenth-century Councils of the Papacy through the cru-
cial, revolutionary developments centered on the great 
ecumenical Council of Florence, to the present world of 
what is now threatened to become a terminal crisis of 
mankind’s society in general, and the trans-Atlantic re-
gions most immediately and most emphatically.

Thus,  those who  fail  to pay close attention  to  the 
complexly intertwined history of that global span, will 
not be remembered, if at all, as of any memorable sig-
nificance in the life of coming generations.

Those facts from the past so considered up to this 
point, where do we go next? We must turn to my own 
personal,  and uniquely  successful  specialty  as  a  suc-
cessful forecaster, back to a competent notion of eco-
nomic  science  coherent  with  the  set  of  accomplish-
ments associated with the combined work of Bernhard 
Riemann and Academician V.I. Vernadsky, most nota-
bly.

The Subject of Abelian Functions
The key to any competent physical science of po-

litical-economy, now depends upon a special contribu-
tion to understanding the tormented millennial history 
of our planet’s past. To that end, we are obliged to fea-
ture the inclusion of an adopted tool for study of eco-
nomic processes, a subject which is known in the trade 
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as “Abelian functions.” This is a subject which was de-
veloped  into a crucially significant escape from what 
had been the most crucial of the stubborn methodologi-
cal pitfalls of the application of a merely formal math-
ematics to physical science generally. As Bernhard Rie-
mann put this point in the concluding sentence of his 
celebrated 1�5� habilitation dissertation, “We must be 
led  into  the  realm  of  another  science,  the  science  of 
physics, which the nature of today’s proceedings [in the 
department  of  mathematics]  do  not  permit  us  to 
enter.”11

The essential mathematical physics of Abelian func-
tions, as by Bernhard Riemann and his teacher Lejeune 
Dirichlet, is aptly presented in those two authors’ loca-

11.  “Es führt dies hinüber in das Gebiet einer andern Wissenschaft, in 
das Gebiet der Physik, welches wohl die Natür der heutigen Veranlas-
sung nicht zu betreten erlaubt.” Werke, p. 2��.

tions. However,  in keeping with Bernhard Riemann’s 
famous conclusion on the subject of mathematics per 
se, in his 1�5� habilitation dissertation, the proper ex-
traction to be adduced from the subject of Abelian func-
tions  lies,  as  Riemann  insists,  within  the  domain  of 
physics, rather than an essentially formal mathematics.

Such were the premises on which both Dirichlet and 
his former student Riemann, emphasized: the challenge 
of  treating  problems  which  lie  outside  the  deductive 
powers of mathematics as such, and which define anti-
entropic states of physical existence, as the general con-
cept of this is presented, in ontological terms of refer-
ence, by the great follower of Riemann, Academician 
V.I. Vernadsky, as in Vernadsky’s principled definition 
of the distinctions among the Lithosphere, Biosphere, 
and Noösphere.

All  significant  expressions  of  such  Riemannian 
functions, excepting those which are relatively scien-
tifically trivial, such as merely mathematical ones, rep-
resent intrinsically anti-entropic physical states which 
lie outside the bounds of a system which conforms with 
an Aristotelean-Euclidean space of universal entropy.

Since such as Aristotle and Euclid, as Riemann had 
already emphasized in opening that same dissertation, a 
formal mathematics, such as that coherent with Euclid-
ean geometry, precludes an actually competent entrance 
into the domain of the higher realm of physical princi-
ples  in which  the actual existence of science  is  to be 
located. This problem had been illustrated in a certain, 
special kind of way by Carl F. Gauss’s honest, but at the 
same time evasive approach to accounting for his nu-
merous discoveries in the domain of universal physical 
principles, as in, for example, the case of his discovery 
of the orbit of Ceres, or his replies to Farkas Bolyai on 
the  subject  of  Janos  Bolyai’s,  and  N.  Lobatchevski’s 
defective approach to the subject-matter of a “non-Eu-
clidean geometry.”12

Otherwise, the problem here is of the same genre as 
Philo of Alexandria’s treatment of the fraudulent char-
acter  of  Aristotle’s  insistence  on  what  Friedrich  Ni-
etzsche also said in asserting that “God is dead.” Ni-
etzsche’s reliance on Aristotle’s wild-eyed assertion, is 
commonly  encountered  today  under  the  caption  of  a 
“Second  Law  of  Thermodynamics.”  Contrary  to  the 

12.  Several  references  from  Gauss’s  correspondence  are  sufficient 
here: (1) Gauss to C.I. Gerling, Feb. 1�, 1�32, and July 1�, 1���; and 
(2), to Farkas Bolyai (on the subject of Lobatchevski) Mar. �, 1�32.

Steven G. Johnson

The role of Jeanne d’Arc (ca. 1412-31) was crucial in 
determining the future of France, as well as the development of 
the great ecumenical Council of Florence (1438-39), itself, a 
crucially determining aspect of all modern European history.
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popular cult of devotion to entropy, the universe is noth-
ing but triumphant ontological expressions of creativ-
ity.  However,  in  this  realm,  the  attempt  to  substitute 
mathematics for physics is a terrible failure, an expres-
sion of an ontological failure.

So, the challenge of creating a use of mathematics 
which did not fail on account of the fallacy of forms of 
mathematics such as those of the Aristotelean school, 
required a method of treating actually serious subjects 
of  experimental  physical  science  by  discovery  of  an 
employable method which had been lacking prior to the 
prompting, beneficial effects of Niels Abel’s work for 
Lejeune Dirichlet and his protégé Bernhard Riemann: 
hence, Abelian functions, and their central position in 
the work of Riemannian physics.

To come as near to layman’s knowledge as accuracy 
will permit, any actual discovery of a universal physical 
principle, represents a defining of the physical universe 
in  terms  pertaining  to  the  emergence  of  a  relatively 
higher qualitative state of physical existence than had 
been known to exist earlier. In brief: the universe is in-
trinsically anti-entropic, as even the history of life on 
Earth attests this to be true. We “use up” the resources 
we deplete for the sake of our progress, which requires 
us to develop revolutionary changes in human practice, 
changes  which  involve,  typically,  an  increase  of  the 
energy-flux-density applied by mankind, per capita and 
per square kilometer of relevant territory.

Yet, we must probe much deeper than that. For the 
purposes of economic science, the best example of this 
today, is Academician V.I. Vernadsky’s division of the 
known physical universe among three known catego-
ries: the Lithosphere, the Biosphere, and the Noösphere. 
Indeed, all valid universal physical principles are to be 
made known to mankind’s practice in this mode, as op-
posed to a deductive quality of mathematical modali-
ties.

The  universe  is  universally  creative,  or,  in  other 
words,  systemically  and  inherently  anti-entropic.  In 
other words, a physical law of universal anti-entropy 
prevails. Those who do not keep up with that universal 
principle  of  anti-entropic  progress,  must  ultimately 
vanish into the company of their dead equations.

On this account, the evidence against Aristotle and 
both Euclidean and most allegedly non-Euclidean ge-
ometries, is, quite literally, massive, a fact which I was 
fortunate to have discovered at the age of 1�, a discov-
ery which I have always recognized, as having nothing 

specifically of the quality of “genius,” but, rather, the 
more modest accomplishment of considering more cau-
tiously what I were asked to believe on blind faith in the 
words of the textbook or teacher. In brief, the problem 
represented by belief in Euclidean geometry as an ex-
pression in physics, is not even halfway as much practi-
cal as it is essentially a fully fraudulent ideological fan-
tasy of, chiefly, intellectually cowardly dupes. Hence, 
with schoolbook geometry, the usual courses in analyti-
cal geometry and the usual instruction in the differen-
tial calculus, fail for reason of the silliness of their in-
cluded a-priori presumptions.

I have written a significant amount on the subject of 
such  misconceived  popular  beliefs  as  blind  faith  in 
Euclid. It is relevant, and probably also indispensable, 
that I recapitulate the most essential point of that argu-
ment in this present location here and now.

Reason versus Sense-Perception
The  susceptibilities  expressed  in  the  behavior  of 

those duped to blind faith in mathematics or in Aristo-
telean or Sarpian forms of geometry, is the credulous 
victim’s  attachment  to  the  image  of  sense-perceptual 
experience of an object per se. I would not propose that 
the subject of sense-perception is as simple-minded an 
affair  as  mere  drawings,  or  phenomena  of  standard 
senses other than sight; I will insist that sense-percep-
tion  is  not  the  reality  of  the  experience  which  is 
sensed.

Rather,  as  Johannes  Kepler  illustrates  the  crucial 
point to be made, in respect to both his crucial discov-
ery of the principled character of the planetary orbits of 
Mars and Earth,  in his The New Astronomy  (1�09), 
and his uniquely original discovery of the principle of 
gravitation  in  his  The Harmonies of the Worlds 
(1�19), the method of the “vicarious hypothesis” in the 
first of those two works, and the experimental determi-
nation of gravitation by the contradiction of the notions 
of sight and heard harmonics, in the latter, compel the 
alert mind to rely upon the characteristic contradiction 
among sense-perceptions as a means for recognizing an 
efficient kind of action which casts the shadows known 
as sense-perceptions, but is not one of those shadows.

The human mind is no wind-up toy, but an agency 
which learns how to locate and define that which can 
not itself be sensed, as Bernhard Riemann made points 
to that effect in both the opening remarks and closing 
section of his 1�5� habilitation dissertation. The human 
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mind itself is something which exists 
efficiently  “outside”  the  bounds  of 
those  mere  shadows  known  as  the 
images cast into the form of our sense-perceptual expe-
riences.

What Is Creativity?
Two of the associates from my scientific teams, re-

cently composed a carefully crafted video account of 
the record of the anti-entropic chemistry of the evolu-
tion of life on Earth, that from samples of the simplest 
single-celled  types,  to  the  successive  stages  of  an 
oxygen environment and, thence, to the developments 
of higher forms of life made possible by the generation 
of the ozone layer. All of this described development 
occurred within the context of the relevant function of 
our local galaxy.

What is to be emphasized, is the point that creativity 
is not something which may, or may not occur in the 
universe; creativity  is  the essential nature of  the uni-
verse. That which is not creating, is, therefore, dying, or 

already as dead as Nikolai Gogol’s “dead 
souls:” property which does not exist, or, 
probably, like Alan Greenspan’s and like 
notions  of  “wealth,”  never  existed.  In 
cancelling  “derivatives”  or  kindred  no-
tions of “debt,” we are cancelling some-
thing which is, in fact, less than nothing. 
Yet,  an  increasingly  large  number  of 
people from around the world are being 
consumed, as if by a type of cannibalism 
practiced upon still living human beings, 

as  done  according  to  the  doctrine  of 
President Barack Obama, and, accord-
ing to the “feudal ground rent-like” doc-
trine according to J.P. Morgan, its Alan 
Greenspan, and the cannibalistic health-
care and financial practices of the legal-
istic  rituals of  the Obama Administra-
tion.

Creativity is also, sometimes, of ne-
cessity, a destructive force. So, the Eng-
lish  baked  Jeanne  d’Arc  alive,  and, 
when  they  saw  that  she was  dead,  re-
started  the  fires  to  destroy  her  ashes. 
She had been murdered by the English 
on  the  charge  of  wearing  “men’s 
clothes,” when they had given her noth-
ing else to wear, and demanded that she 
appear  nonetheless.  The  news  of  this 
ghastly  English  crime  against  human-
ity, reached the then-assembled session 

of  the  Council  of  the  Christian  Church,  news  which 
sparked  the process  leading, first,  into  the great  ecu-
menical Council of Florence, and from there the rise of 
France’s  heir  of  the  mission  of  Jeanne  d’Arc,  Louis 
XI.

The results, included the ridding of England of the 
evil Richard III, which would have been a perfect bless-
ing, had  the  excellent Henry VII not produced a  son 
whose leading subjects and wives, had, in effect, lost 
their heads in the process, a Henry VIII whose daugh-
ter,  Elizabeth  chopped  off  the  head  of  Maria  Stuart. 
James I, son of Maria, was not left in the best condition 
by the manner and source of his mother’s death. Curses 
being what they might be, surely the monarchy of Eng-
land today, were most likely to lose its head, if in a dif-
ferent sense, unless the successor produces the uncom-
monly  rare  specimen  from  those  quarters,  of  a  head 
worth shouldering.

Creative Commons/Aldaron

Johannes Kepler’s discovery of the planetary 
orbits of Mars and Earth, in his The New 
Astronomy, and his original discovery of the 
principle of gravitation, in his The Harmony 
of the Worlds, point to the contraditions 
between sense-perception, and the shadows 
cast upon those “senses” by reality. Shown: 
a statue of Kepler (1571-1630)in Linz; a 
page from the New Astronomy (1609) 
showing diagrams of the three models of 
planetary motion, prior to his discoveries.
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At the present moment, there is an epidemic of hate, 
world-wide, against the intentionally mass-murderous 
injustice  of  the  British  imperial  policies  which  have 
gained control, at an accelerating rate, over the physical 
economies of most of the world. The evil intention of 
British Prince Philip’s World Wildlife Fund, has been 
translated  into  the  caprices  of  a  current  international 
trend in law-making which have been bringing on the 
intended  rates  of  death  through  artificially  induced 
mass-starvation and related expressions of exactly that 
mass-murderous,  intentional genocide openly and  re-
peatedly declared by a man whose avowed aims exceed 
the worst such policies of practice of those under a war-
time Adolf Hitler, Britain’s Prince Philip, and the kin-
dred health-care, nourishment, employment, and edu-
cational policies of former British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair’s  U.S.  followers  such  as  President  Barack 
Obama.

Now,  the  fabled  Erinyes  are  unloosed  upon  such 
evil-doers of  this world.  In Egypt, as  in Tunisia, and 
spreading at an accelerating rate around the world today, 
the ancient gods of vengeance are moving against the 
accomplices of great evil, accomplices who are being 
toppled from power by mysteriously efficient forces at 
work, forces which the authorities of governments and 
their judicial barriers can not resist.

As for the presently extant trans-Atlantic political-
economic systems, they are hopelessly doomed in their 
recent forms, in any case. The Erinyes are, indeed, un-
loosed. Republican Party majorities in the U.S. House 
of Representatives!? Let Shakespeare’s Doll Tearsheet 
tell you about such ridiculous posturers, such pathetic 
pall-bearers of  their  already dead desires! Their  time 
had been already long gone before it had been delivered 
to them in the wake of the recent November elections—
and there will soon be a real political wake, and it will 
come, as it comes, quicker than they could learn to say 
“Egypt.”  Look  at  those  wretched  specimens;  they 
openly propose that they have the power to take away 
almost everything, for as long as they are not carried 
away by the very fires which their own winds are stok-
ing.  The  right-wing  new  Jacobin  Terror  inside  the 
United States is the tyrant which is already, as seen in 
Wisconsin, like Libya’s doomed Qaddafi, bringing on 
its  destiny  to  its  early  self-destruction. The  asses  are 
already braying, at the spectacle which such would-be 
political  tyrants  are making of  themselves,  and  there 
will  soon be many more of  them ripe  to go down  in 
similar fashion.

III.  The Physical Science of 
Economy

The best place to begin an outline of a physical sci-
ence of economy at this present point in the world his-
tory of economy, would be Cody Jones’ forty-odd minute 
LPAC summary of the intrinsically anti-entropic char-
acteristics of that known ordering of life on earth. 
Cody’s presentation is an account which takes the plan-
et’s “history” of the global chemistry of single-cell life-
forms, up through the pre-history of iron, into the bio-
logically determined history of the development of an 
oxygen environment, to the defining of life on Earth 
provided by the emergence of the protective and other 
functions of the generation of an “ozone layer.”

To situate that treatment of some highlights of the 
progressive character of the genesis of life on Earth, we 
should shift gears, to the effect that we might examine 
the role of the Solar orbital processes’ generation of a 
“polarized” process of thermonuclear fusion, up past 
the level of iron, past some relevant observations by 
Carl F. Gauss, and of his predecessor Johannes Kepler, 
on some crucial aspects of the construction of a Solar 
planetary system of the indicated form and chemical 
composition.

Those provisional improvisations emphasize the ev-
idence that the universe, as much as we know it, is char-
acteristically an anti-entropic process, composed of 
such principal leading features as the ordering of cre-
ation from the relatively lower, toward successively 
higher degrees of essentially anti-entropic organiza-
tion in all of the three categories (lithosphere, bio-
sphere, and noösphere) of the known functional compo-
sition of the Solar System and its processes.

To complete a first-approximation view of such as-
sembled exemplary features, the whole should reflect 
the fact that not only is the Solar system a relatively 
late-coming feature on the edge of our local galaxy, but 
that there is known evidence that the role of life on Earth 
is regulated in certain ways by the processes of that 
galaxy.

Contrary to the fraudulent “Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics,” the universe, insofar as we know it in these 
and related terms, is characteristically anti-entropic. 
There is a startling want of evidence at hand to permit 
any tolerating of an opposite conclusion.

That, however, is not the end of the argument to be 
considered. Look more closely at Academician V.I. Ver-
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nadsky’s evidence respecting the proof of the qualita-
tively ontological distinctions among what are named, 
respectively, the Lithosphere (apparently, the lowest 
state of known existence on Earth), the Biosphere (the 
domain of plants and animals which have the charac-
teristic of life), and the essential distinction of a higher 
order of existence on Earth expressed as voluntarily 
noëtic behavior, that as, so far, what is known to be spe-
cific to mankind, as contrasted with other forms of os-
tensibly animal-like life.

Once we have outlined the case in those terms, we 
are confronted with two relatively most startling quali-
ties of evidence. First, that the physical chemistry of 
living processes is not perfectly subsumed by the behav-
ior of nearly comparable non-living processes. Second, 
that there is no living species known so far, excepting 
mankind, which is capable of willfully generating a 
qualitatively higher order of behavior than is known to 
be specific to the domain of Lithosphere, than living 
processes generally, and that no aspect of the Bio-
sphere, is not delimited by the characteristics of the 
Noösphere.

Every presently known quality of existence is cre-
ative within the bounds of those systems which are, in 

the main, noëtic; but, only mankind is vol-
untarily noëtic in a manner which is sus-
ceptible of comprehension by the human 
mind.

The foregoing considerations supply a 
combination of universally bounding and 
interacting conditions for the practice of 
economy; however, those potential cogni-
tive powers of the human mind are unique 
to man, and are conditions of the human 
mind which have been, so far, poorly un-
derstood in the domain of a voluntary guid-

ance provided respecting the 
conditions under which a so-
ciety develops.

The most important aspect 
of the summary characteris-
tics of human life which dis-
tinguish mankind absolutely 
from the beasts, is expressed 
as the usually misunderstood 
concept of “the human soul.” 
There is nothing actually bor-
dering on the fantastic in that 
concept. Mankind is the only 

known creature which consciously defines actually uni-
versal physical principles, principles, which by virtue 
of their essential nature, are such that the discovery of 
such a principle is an expression of personal identity of 
the human discoverer which is an actively functioning 
force long after the original discoverer is dead.

The great tragedy on that account, is that popular 
traditions, such as those of Aristotle and the Liberal fol-
lowers of Paolo Sarpi, deny the existence of such prin-
ciples, which is the form of their habituated ignorance 
which is as much a devotion from Hell as any actually 
human, but pitiably misguided individual might be con-
demned to enjoy.

That just stated set of stipulations provides our dis-
cussion with the broad pre-conditions for those relative 
failures and successes of the capability for human prog-
ress under varying cultural pre-conditions. It is the 
latter aspect of the experimental evidence bearing on 
the practice of political-economy by societies, which is 
the crux of the needed treatment of the subject of a sci-
entific practice of physical economy in this location.

Any  competent  design  for  a  physical  science  of 
economy must begin with the intention to abandon, at 

LPAC-TV

The LPAC-TV video, “The 
Science of Glass-Steagall,” 
featuring Cody Jones and 
Michelle Fuchs of the 
LaRouche Basement Team, 
takes the planet’s “history” 
from the global chemistry of 
single-cell life-forms, to the 
emergence of the protective 
functions of the generation 
of an “ozone layer.”
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last, that barbaric superstition under which the meaning 
of the term “infrastructure” implies a pre-design coher-
ing with the building of a foundation in “ground rent” 
upon which we might erect some structure devoted to 
the  aims  of  production.  Such  a  barbarically  illiterate 
notion as that, does, indeed, suggest a relic of such ex-
pressions  of  depravity  as  the  notion  of  pagan  gods 
reigning over mere mortals—the so-called “oligarchi-
cal system.”

If  there  were  any  more  contemptible  conception 
than that oligarchical outlook, it would be that of man-
kind as comparable to herds of oligarchical cattle wait-
ing to be consumed as meat according to the whim of 
some  owner  of  a  field.  We Americans,  in  particular, 
have long had more than enough of European and other 
systems based on kindred sorts of the depraved relics of 
humanity’s brutish past, even though there was a time 
when the unification of former colonies into states of a 
republic  recommended  some  toleration  of  “ground 
rent” as a temporary sort of lesser evil, rather than not 
admitting some among the former British colonies to 
their justified, if somewhat imperfect claims to mem-
bership in our republic.

Children may be permitted to be children, until the 
time when they are competent to assume adult respon-
sibilities;  but,  for  that  arrangement  to  be  continued 
beyond the precincts of their nursery and playgrounds, 
they must remain children who we might hope will, fi-
nally, grow up to meet the challenge of greater respon-
sibilities in due course.

The proper term to be preferred, rather than “infra-
structure,” could be “platforms,” on condition that we 
recognize  “platforms”  to  be  the  enveloping  environ-
ment within which the constantly improved conditions 
of human production and  life are defined  in physical 
principle, as by a continuing rise in the equivalents of 
“environments” defined by rising energy-flux densities 
of action (power), per capita, and per square kilometer 
of territory.

For the purpose of informing the citizens of the prin-
ciple involved in defining such advances in the human 
condition,  let  us  examine  the  role  of  “fire,”  and  its 
equivalent in the known existence and progress of the 
condition  of  practice  of  life  in  terms  of  the  general 
notion of “fire.”

Mankind is the only generally known, living species 
which gladly enjoys the controlled use of fire. For ex-
ample, in examining what are termed “archeological” 
sites, the estimate of the necessary distinction between 

human and higher ape, impels the competent archeolo-
gist to search for some evidence of the use of “fire” or 
tools of a quality of type which are correlated in some 
crucial  respect  with  the  practices  of  “fire-bringers.” 
From such beginnings, we must proceed  to more so-
phisticated criteria; looking backwards in history from 
the present to the remote past. We are obliged, thus, to 
recognize that the ability to lift the condition of man-
kind to higher levels of our species’ ability to survive, 
correlates with progress in the direction of increases of 
what can be termed conveniently as increased intensi-
ties of “energy-flux density,” as from firewood or the 
like, to charcoal, to coal, to coke, to gases, to petroleum 
and its functional likeness, and, then, to break the barri-
ers,  upward,  to  the  higher  chemistry  of  radioactive 
modes such as those of nuclear fission and thermonu-
clear fusion.

Mankind’s  willful  discovery  and  development  of 
fuels and comparable expressions of energy-flux den-
sity, are crucial factors in the ability of humanity to ad-
vance, or even to avoid regression in the conditions of 
life, and to promote mankind’s per-capita productivity. 
The crucial measurement, up to the present  time, has 
been the division of the labor of society to the effect, 
that the equivalent of the capital-intensity of the condi-
tions of life, and of production by mankind, is rising in 
such a fashion that the physically-defined capital-inten-
sity of life in society is not only rising, but that the net 
productivity  per  capita  and  per  square  kilometer  of 
cross-sectional area, is rising more rapidly than the cost, 
measured in effort, of maintaining a rising capital-in-
tensity (negentropically) in modes of existence, culture, 
and productivity.

For  example:  humanity  has  presently  reached  a 
point in development of the required potential relative 
population-density of society, such that no source of ap-
plied power lower than nuclear-fission and thermonu-
clear fusion can now be willfully tolerated as a matter 
of general policy of practice, by a society which is not 
content to degenerate in every significance of the con-
notation of the term “degenerate.”

Before coming to the matter of a general economic 
policy,  consider  some  additional  factors  of  change 
which must be taken into consideration before seeking 
to close the definition of the relevant general definition 
of the concept which must now, urgently, be the act of 
discarding the formerly standard notions of “infrastruc-
ture.” Start  that  discussion with  the notion of what  I 
have labeled “platforms,” as a comprehensive replace-
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ment for the presently worse than useless notion of “in-
frastructure.”

Space Is Now Waiting
For example:
Since  the  time  of  the  launching  of  the  Tennessee 

Valley Authority (TVA) and the Hoover Dam, the most 
urgent change in policy respecting what are now to be 
called “platforms,” has been the rise in the required role 
of nuclear power as the required leading edge for civi-
lized  forms  of  development,  as  combined  with  very 
large and extensive systems of water management, es-
pecially what is identified as “fresh water” management. 
The greatest of such projects of development ready to be 
set into motion now, is the already long-designed U.S. 
North  American  Water  and  Power  Alliance  project 
(NAWAPA), the world’s greatest water-and-power proj-
ect presently designed in implicit readiness for immedi-
ate steps of initial development, now, the greatest such 
project ever undertaken by mankind so far.

This  NAWAPA  project,  designed  by  the  Parsons 
company, was already scheduled for implementation in 
19��, under U.S. President Lyndon Johnson, which he 
had intended should be begun as soon as the U.S. en-
gagement in an Indo-China war had been “completed.” 
The most  significant of  the changes  in policy  for  the 
implementation of that construction now, as compared 
to  the  intention  in 19��, would be  a  featured  role of 
nuclear power, a feature which is highly recommended 
because of such considerations as the presently urgent 
need for emphasis on development of water resources 
of the U.S.A., Canada, and northern Mexico, as done 
through diverting water otherwise intended to be simply 
dumped into the oceans, with no further, permitted ben-
efit for the people of the nations of the U.S.A., Canada, 
and Mexico. NAWAPA compels the diverted portion of 
the flow of water into the seas, to turn back for some 
mere passage of  time, for  its useful  journeys through 
the land, before, finally, actually, completing its earlier 
attempts to reach the oceans.

The cardinal implication of this NAWAPA project, 
as a nuclear-powered project,  is  that  the implementa-
tion of that project will bring about phases of develop-
ment on Earth which, by their very nature, will be the 
catalytic form of actual stepping-stone to a serious prac-
tical effort in man’s launching the industrial-develop-
ment phases on a large scale of man’s colonization of 
nearby Solar space.

No doubt, it will be necessary, as was the case with 

the NASA ventures into extraterrestrial human activity, 
to equip mankind to place human populations on loca-
tions “in space.” Nonetheless, it is the management of 
nearby space, rather than attempted large-scale human 
extraterrestrial colonization which should be the imme-
diate goal in sight. Our primary mission, especially in 
the  beginnings,  is  to  manage  nearby  galactic  space, 
rather  than emphasizing an attempted colonization of 
such sites. Our first mission, as is the case for NAWAPA, 
is  to  control  the  circumstances  of  human  life,  rather 
than colonization as such. The role of man lies chiefly 
in his, or her mission for the future of humanity, not in 
collecting real-estate assets “abroad.”

The  conquest  of  nearby  space  finds  its  relevant 
benchmark in the two greatest challenges to the devel-
opment of economy now, which are the increase of (a) 
those specific kinds of high-energy-flux-density modes 
of power, as typified currently by the much more than 
totally  justified emphasis on nuclear power by  India, 
and  both  nuclear  and  thermonuclear-power  develop-
ment by China, and (b) the mobilization of great water 
projects,  such  as  NAWAPA,  which  will  be  a  far,  far 
greater achievement  than even China’s Three Gorges 
Dam. Central Asia is among the greatest challenges for 
such development on this account; massive such devel-
opment  is  needed  for  Africa.  Proceeding  with  U.S. 
President William  McKinley’s  commitment,  contrary 
to the regrettable nephew of a political skunk, President 
Theodore Roosevelt, to the related development of the 
Darien Gap as a connection into South America, is also 
among the greatest opportunities on this planet now.

To restate the point just made, the future of human-
ity on Earth depends, not on natural resources, but the 
creation of what might be considered by some as the 
unnatural resources required by mankind’s mission in 
space. So, rather than imagining ourselves to be using 
existing  sources  of  water,  we  must  proceed  with  the 
same guiding spirit as that for the creation of the condi-
tions  on  Earth,  such  as  the  grand  project  known  as 
NAWAPA, which will have made the same amount of 
water on Earth seem to be vastly more water available 
in effect: to create and improve the conditions needed 
by the mission of mankind, on and beyond Earth.

We must, therefore, similarly, assume responsibility 
to create and manage the more highly improved of any 
or  all  of  the  natural  resources  for  human  life  on  our 
planet.  The  opportunities  for  man’s  control  of  those 
conditions on Earth which frighten informed relevant 
opinion looking at trends today, are enormous. Beyond 
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those opportunities, man must reach out to control the 
needed development of choice prospective features of 
nearby Solar space—and beyond.

All of this means, that we are on the verge, if we are 
truly sane, not only of the wielding of sources of power 
on Earth, and in nearby parts of the Solar system, but 
doing  so  on  scales  whose  benefits  would  beggar  the 
imagination of most of those who would consider them-
selves  well-informed  today.  NAWAPA  is  the  leading 
project among those many which represent the immedi-
ate launching pads for mankind in the Solar system’s 
foreseeable future today.

It must become our intention, in the immediate times 
ahead today, to develop a new generation of young people 
who will be in training for those great projects, on such a 

scale which must define the sense of mission-orientation 
for our planet in this Solar system’s bounds today. That 
is the exemplary model for the concept of “platforms” 
of  development  in  which  the  conditions  for  future 
human existence are to be found as contained now.

In  our  approach  toward  nearby  space,  we  do  not 
land on territory; we create a new environment within 
the depth of a sector of what is being developed as an 
ontologically higher form of physical space-time. That 
is the meaning of those stepping-stones of human prog-
ress which we should term “platforms.”

It is all feasible. Such are the dreams of old men and 
women who delight in imagining the future which they 
have sought  to provide, when  they are permitted and 
enabled to do so. That is to be done that the remaining 

FIGURE 1
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generations may emerge as the progressive succession 
of  generations of  adults  during  the  remainder of  this 
century, and beyond that.

The Space That Fills the Mind
As  Cody  Jones’  referenced  argument  already  im-

plied this point, a very large proportion of the “raw ma-
terials” on whose exploitation  life on Earth depends, 
has  been  presented  to  us  by  drawing  upon  chains  of 
living processes which serve as the gradually depleted 
concentrations of what we have chosen to consider as 
such needed materials. The included effect of  this on 
living processes, is, that those processes which appear 
to tend to deplete the concentrations of such materials 
on whose relative richness the relevant current array of 
living processes depends, are made into superior quali-
ties of resources than before, through an upshift of prac-
tice into higher forms associated with the equivalent of 
higher orders of “energy-flux density,” as this is illus-
trated dramatically by the development of resources of 
nuclear fission and thermonuclear fusion. In effect, as 
we trace matters upward, up the chain from the beasts 
to and among the human species, the amount of power 
required  to  offset  the  effects  of  relative  depletion  of 
what had been the “desired” deposits of fruits of pro-
duced chemistries must tend to increase in units of in-
creasing energy-flux density.

Thus, the productive process on which human life 
depends, must depend,  in  turn, on  the  tendency for a 
relative increase of power required to maintain even a 
relatively  constant  rate  of  what  is  effectively  power 
consumption,  both  in  quantity  and  relative  intensity. 
Thus, in that sense, the existence of the role of living 
processes tends to be increasingly intensive, as relative 
to results obtained for use of human life per capita and 
per square kilometer of relevant surface areas and vol-
umes.

The effect, as for mankind, is the image of a process 
which, acting at the relative center of a certain defined 
volume of activity, must increase the volume of “capi-
tal” resources required per person. This is required not 
only to compensate for depletion of the equivalent of 
“raw materials” which must be, in effect, replenished in 
relative absolute physical value, but which require an 
increase in the power represented by the unit of human 
action required.

In that sense, we have an image of increasing energy-
flux-density of action per capita and unit of volume of 
action, as being required to maintain even a relatively 

constant “standard of living,” and the human produc-
tive potential to secure the equivalent of a certain kind 
of notion of a constant rate of progress in the human 
condition and its potential, per capita, and so on.

Thus, implicitly, the continued existence of the uni-
verse  requires a constant  rate of  rise  in  intensity and 
volume of the portion of the universe which we, osten-
sibly, inhabit. It is the creativity which such a process 
requires as its characteristic unit of action, which de-
fines mankind’s necessary relationship to the universe 
at large. What registers with mankind, day to day and 
generation to generation, is an anti-entropic process as 
describably of that type.

Zeus & Delphi as the Force of Evil
Looking at what I have just described as a general 

notion of the quality of universal process on which the 
continued existence of mankind depends for our uni-
verse, we have access to an image of a constantly anti-
entropic universe, which is to be considered, provision-
ally, as the essential condition on which human life in 
this universe depends. There are, however, two quali-
ties of life to be considered. One is that of an estimably 
fixed genotype for mankind, fixed at least with respect 
to the type of mankind with the characteristics of a con-
sciously,  and  willful  creative  human  species,  or  the 
equivalent  which  we  might  recognize  as  defined  by 
man’s  existence  to  our  present  knowledge  of  such  a 
prototype. The alternative, is forms of life which appear 
to represent fixed types of behavioral characteristics on 
accounts such as this, but which are not shown to be 
necessarily  permanent  types  within  the  destinies  of 
future developments within the “platforms” of a soci-
ety’s developing economy.

Do you desire a Brontosaurus in your parlor?
Here, we have touched upon the domain of those ef-

fects which define a meaningful, broad distinction be-
tween good and evil.

For  example:  was  there  the  event  of  a  marsupial 
form  of  human  functional  characteristics  in  perfor-
mance? Might a woman exist of human-like cognitive 
characteristics, who ever kept a childish  lover of her 
species  in  her  pouch?  A  truly  “eggcentric”  creature 
comparable  to a Platypus? There are certain  types of 
questions which may be asked, but not answered, such 
as this one, but which must be asked, nonetheless, just 
to keep certain issues in focus. If we do not understand 
what might be the impossible, how could we be confi-
dent in estimating what might be real? Turn to the open-
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ing remarks within Section 3 of Bernhard Riemann’s 
habilitation dissertation”13 for some meaningful hints 
bearing on such categorical questions.

All that said and done, and more, the human species 
is the only species presently known to us which is not 
only creative in the strictest ontological sense of “cre-
ative” powers, but is the only one known to exhibit cre-
ative action as a willful choice by  the  induced effect 
often attributed to articulated deliberation. Not only is 
the human genotype willfully creative by virtue of such 
a  potential;  the  characteristics  of  all  life  and  related 
considerations on Earth, or which are  in  the reach of 
human willful action within nearby Solar space, are the 
prospective  beneficiaries  of  the  creative  potential  in-
herent  in  the human species. Mankind exhibits,  thus, 
the potential of being, or becoming, a permanent, even 
immortal species in the universe, with an expression of 
its  quality  of  permanence  extendable  to  the  species 
which cohabit that region, and to some degree, beyond. 
So,  a  human  participation  in  eternity  exists  even  for 
those who have died.

There  is another most notable  implication of  this. 
The sense of the material relations in physical space-
time does correspond precisely to a quality of sameness 
among the respective Lithosphere, Biosphere, and Noö-
sphere. Man’s existence is not merely a simple reflec-
tion  of  the  conditions  determined  externally  with  re-
spect to the quality of the human species; the existence 
of the human species imposes its effective presence on 
the  physical  space-time  which  our  species  inhabits 
either simply, or by efficient implications.

These reflections now bring us to the matter of the 
Olympian Zeus of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Trilogy.

13.  Riemann 1�5� habilitation dissertation, #3: “Nach diesen Untersu-
chungen über die Bestimmung der Massverhältnisse einer n-fach ausge-
dehten  Grösse  lassen  sich  nun  die  Bedingen  angehen,  welche  zur 
Bestimmung der Massverhältnisse des Raumes hinreichend und noth-
wendig  sind,  wenn  Unabhängigkeit  der  Linien  von  der  Lage  under 
Darstellbarkeit des Linienelements durch die Quadratwurzel aus einem 
Differentialausdrucke zweiten Grades, also Ebenheit  in den kleinsten 
Theilen vorausgesetzt wird.” The translation into English is that sup-
plied  by  Professor  Henry  S.  White:  “Following  these  investigations 
concerning the mode of fixing metric relations in an n-fold extended 
magnitude, the conditions can now be stated which are sufficient and 
necessary for determining metric relations in space, when it is assumed 
in advance that lines are independent of position and that the linear ele-
ment is representable by the square root of a differential expression of 
the second degree; that is if flatness in smallest parts is assumed.” See 
David Eugene Smith, A Source Book in Mathematics, Dover Publica-
tions reprint edition, 1959, from McGraw-Hill, 1929.

The Oligarchical Principle
Homer and the great dramatist Aeschylus after him, 

present us with what was to be known in what we today 
term  ancient  Greek  presentations  and  traditions  as 
might be recalled as the common “oligarchical princi-
ple” shared between Aristotle and his contemporaries 
of the Achaemenid imperialism. This is otherwise de-
fined as the distinction of the “gods,” the oligarchical 
tyrannies,  from  the  mere  virtually  cattle-like  social 
class of mortal humans, as this notion of the latter, slav-
ish class of mankind is familiar from Aeschylus’ Pro-
metheus Bound.

In the ancient Greek sources, the variety of alleged 
“gods” associated with the notion of a trans-oceanic 
maritime culture, features the notion of “The Olympi-
ans,”  and  their  virtually  captive  slaves,  the  “land-
lubbers.”  In  the celebrated account  from Aeschylus’ 
Prometheus Bound, the greatest offense of the “land-
lubber” class would be the acquisition of the knowl-
edge of the use of “fire,” or, as would be said among 
relatively culturally depraved circles today, “nuclear 
power.”

This  evil  “oligarchical  principle,”  is  that  which, 
once embodied as ancient imperial Rome in the first of 
four  successive  phases  (original  Roman,  Byzantine, 
Old Venetian, and its New-Venetian, or so-called Brit-
ish incarnation) is the principal present form of embodi-
ment of the ancient oligarchical model of the reign of 
the maritime system of the Olympian Zeus. The strug-
gle of Prometheus for delivery of the powers of fire and 
justice into the hands of the republics, has now brought 
humanity in general to the verge of mankind’s great op-
pression,  the  imperial  monetarist  system  which  has 
reigned in most of the world, since before ancient Rome, 
to the present time.

At the present moment this report is written, the an-
cient empire, as presently incarnate in its imperial mon-
etarist form, is now rapidly disintegrating throughout, 
most emphatically, the entire sweep of the trans-Atlan-
tic world,  that at  the same time that  the vestiges of a 
rotting  British  monetarist  empire  are  crumbling  in  a 
fashion which suggests Shelley’s crumbling image of 
Ozymandias. In this moment, the fate of all humanity 
lies  in  the hands of  those who would  lead  the march 
from a crumbling edifice of imperial monetarism, into 
the  prospect  which  the  restoration  of  Franklin  Roos-
evelt’s Glass-Steagall  law opens as a  force spreading 
among the nations, which is all that is left before us of 
the hope for a safe world for mankind in our time.
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Feb. 22—The global mass strike, which has swept Tu-
nisian President Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali and Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak from office, has now hit the 
streets of the United States. For the past week, tens of 
thousands  of  unionists,  students,  and  other  activists 
have surrounded the State Capitol in Madison, Wisc., 
defying Gov. Scott Walker’s (R) plans to rip up public 
sector workers’ collective bargaining rights, as part of 
his murderous austerity drive. Democratic State Sena-
tors have  left  the  state,  and are  refusing  to allow  the 
legislature to reconvene, until Walker drops his efforts 
to  bust  the  public  sector  unions.  Protests  have  also 
erupted in Ohio, Indiana, and New Jersey, where simi-
lar efforts are being pushed by Republican governors.

What is unfolding in Wisconsin is no more the result 
of  local  events,  than  are  the  mass  demonstrations  in 
Egypt, Tunisia, Bahrain, Yemen, Jordan, Morocco, Al-
geria, Bolivia,  and Libya. Demonstrators  in Madison 
this week made that point themselves, carrying banners 
that read “We are all Egyptians” and “Mubarak and Ben 
Ali are gone, Walker is next.”

It’s the Global Collapse, Stupid
As Lyndon LaRouche has warned, the entire global 

financial and economic system is coming down now—
starting in the transatlantic region. And it is that planet-
wide breakdown crisis, which erupted in the Summer of 
2007, and has continued at an escalating rate since then, 
that is behind all of the mass protests.

That breakdown process has now manifested itself 

in a serious global food crisis, principally caused by the 
deliberate policies of what LaRouche defines as “the 
British (Brutish) Empire,” to reduce the world’s popu-
lation to below 2 billion people, from the current level 
of nearly 7 billion. British Royal Consort Prince Philip 
famously called for the reduction of the world’s popula-
tion  by  80%  over  several  generations,  and  said  he 
wished to be reincarnated as a deadly virus, to assist in 
this process. The late Lord Bertrand Russell, in his 1953 
The Impact of Science on Society,  called  for  the  un-
leashing of a Black Plague once every generation, as a 
means of curbing population growth.

While the Earth could certainly feed its entire popu-
lation, and then some, the policies of the British Crown, 
the City of London, Wall Street, the International Mon-
etary Fund, and the World Bank and other allied institu-
tions and governments have—over the last 40 years—
wiped out much of that production capacity, to the point 
that the world is no longer coming close to producing 
adequate food to feed those 7 billion people. Even World 
Bank President Robert Zoellick admitted last week that 
1 billion people are facing starvation on a daily basis.

The physical  collapse of  food production  is  com-
pounded  by  unchecked  hedge-fund  speculation  on 
commodity futures markets, creating further spikes in 
prices  of  basic  foods  and  energy.  Such  essentials  as 
wheat grains, rice, and corn have skyrocketed in price 
since October 2010. Cotton prices have reached a 150-
year high, adjusted for inflation. In many parts of the 
world, now shaken by mass protests, 60% of all house-

FROM THE MAGHREB TO MADISON

The Global Mass Strike 
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hold disposable income is spent on food. The spike in 
food prices, such as has occurred in the past five months, 
has triggered a mass outcry.

Glass-Steagall Now!
On top of that, the policies of the Obama Adminis-

tration,  and  the  G.W.  Bush Administration  before  it, 
have brought about a hyperinflationary collapse of the 
dollar that has further contributed to the commodity hy-
perinflation on a scale not seen since 1923 Weimar Ger-
many. And the worst is yet to come, this year, unless 
LaRouche’s call for immediately reinstating the Glass-
Steagall standard and wiping out trillions of dollars in 
purely speculative, illegitimate debt, is acted upon im-

mediately. Unless there is a full Glass-Steagall 
separation of commercial banks from the purely 
speculative  investment  banking,  hedge  funds, 
insurance and shadow banks, there is no possi-
bility of a recovery anywhere on this planet. In 
the Asia-Pacific  region, where  there  is  relative 
actual physical economic expansion, the impact 
of the transatlantic collapse will overwhelm the 
situation,  and  bring  down  China,  India,  and 
every other nation-state of the region.

While demonstrators in Madison were rightly 
targeting their rage at Governor Walker, the fact 
is,  that  it  is President Obama who bears more 
blame than anyone else for this current phase of 
the global catastrophe. On orders from London 
and Wall Street, he has personally blocked the 
reinstating of Glass-Steagall.

As  LaRouche  first  warned  in  a  webcast  on 
April 11, 2009, Obama is a Nero-like narcissist, 
run  from  London,  who  must  be  removed  from 
office, if the United States is to survive to the end 
of 2011. The City of London financier oligarchy 
has declared through diplomatic channels that the 
U.S. reinstatement of Glass-Steagall would be an 
“act of war,” and they have deployed their mentally 
challenged tool, President Obama, to kill off all 
efforts to put Glass-Steagall to an up or down vote 
in Congress. There is no prospect for averting a 
horrific New Dark Age, so long as Obama is in 
the White House and Glass-Steagall is blocked.

Only  such  a  decisive victory  in  the United 
States  for Glass-Steagall  can,  at  this  late date, 
reverse the process of global disintegration that 
has  already  ripped  through  many  parts  of  the 
world like a tsunami.

This  is  the  only  standpoint  from  which  to  under-
stand  the  recent  events  in  Tunis,  Cairo,  Tripoli,  and 
Madison.

The Mass-Strike Process
Prior to LaRouche’s own writings, from the 1960s 

through to the present, very few people properly un-
derstood the nature of monetarist empires. And even 
fewer had any understanding of the mass-strike pro-
cess. The great republican English poet Percy Shelley, 
the  friend of  the American Revolution, captured  the 
concept of the mass strike in the concluding sections 
of his In Defence of Poetry:

“We live among such philosophers and poets as sur-
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Demonstrators at the State Capitol in Madison, Wisc., Feb. 17. Among 
the signs were: “Walk like an Egyptian” and “Mubarak for Governor.”
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pass beyond comparison any who have appeared since 
the last national struggle for civil and religious liberty. 
The most unfailing herald, companion, and follower of 
the awakening of a great people  to work a beneficial 
change in opinion or institution, is poetry. At such peri-
ods, there is an accumulation of the power of communi-
cating  and  receiving  profound  and  impassioned  con-
ceptions  respecting  man  and  nature.  The  persons  in 
whom this power resides, may often, as far as regards 
many portions of their nature, have little apparent cor-
respondence with that spirit of good of which they are 
the  ministers.  But  even  whilst  they  deny  and  abjure, 
they  are  yet  compelled  to  serve,  the  power  which  is 
seated upon the throne of their own soul. It is impossi-
ble  to  read  the  compositions  of  the  most  celebrated 
writers of the present day without being startled with 
the electric life which burns within their words. They 
measure  the  circumference  and  sound  the  depths  of 
human nature with a comprehensive and all-penetrat-
ing spirit, and they are themselves perhaps the most sin-
cerely astonished at its manifestations: for it is less their 
spirit than the spirit of the age.”

The early-20th-Century Polish revolutionary Rosa 
Luxemburg, who studied the works of the great German 
republican  writer  Friedrich  Schiller,  and  likened  the 
Russian Revolution  to  the Rutli Oath  from Schiller’s 
famous  William Tell,  had  the  best  comprehension  of 
both the true nature of the imperial system of monetar-
ist debt, and the dynamics of the mass strike, as distinct 
from British intelligence asset Karl Marx’s silly notions 
of class warfare and his hatred of industrial capital.

Showing a grasp  for  the  role of  the creative  indi-
vidual  in  the  dynamics  of  mass  psychology  and  the 
mass strike, she wrote, in her 1920 history of the Rus-
sian Revolution:

“Freedom  only  for  the  supporters  of  the  govern-
ment, only for the members of a party, however numer-
ous they may be, is no freedom at all. Freedom is always 
the freedom of the dissenter. Not because of the fanati-
cism of ‘justice,’ but rather because all that is instruc-
tive, wholesome, and purifying in political freedom de-
pends  on  this  essential  characteristic,  and  its  effects 
cease to work when ‘freedom’ becomes a privilege. . . .

“Without  general  elections,  without  unrestricted 
freedom of press and assembly, without a free struggle 
of opinion, life dies out in every public institution, be-
comes a mere semblance of life, in which only the bu-
reaucracy remains as the active element.”

Luxemburg’s understanding of the dynamics of the 

mass strike were always informed by her deep insight 
into the continuity of monetarist empire, dating back to 
the Roman Caesars. In her “Junius Pamphlet,” she iden-
tified the choices for mankind in stark terms, in the lan-
guage of the European social democracy of her day:

“We stand  today  . . . before  the awful proposition: 
either the triumph of imperialism and the destruction of 
all culture, and, as in ancient Rome, depopulation, des-
olation, degeneration, a vast cemetery; or, the victory of 
socialism.”

In her extensive writings on the mass strike against 
the  usury  of  empire,  Luxemburg  always  emphasized 
that  there  is no recipe or conspiracy behind the mass 
strike. It is an historic event, brought on by the crisis in 
the imperial system.

It is precisely this dynamic that is playing out, today, 
on a global scale. The fear and paralysis that held people 
back during decades of economic decay and political 
repression, have broken,  successively,  in Tunisia  and 
Egypt. That shift is infectious. But there is no guarantee 
that what Percy Shelley described as “the accumulation 
of the power of communicating and receiving profound 
and  impassioned  conceptions  respecting  man  and 
nature” shall prevail in the present circumstances.

If  the  actual  republican  content  of  the  American 
Revolution—especially the Hamiltonian credit system, 
embedded  in  the  U.S.  Constitution  and  in  Franklin 
Roosevelt’s Glass-Steagall Act of 1933—is not adopted 
soon, the great danger and likelihood is that the mass-
strike upsurges will go the way of the British East India 
Company-engineered  French  Revolution:  a  Jacobin 
terror followed by the fascism and war of a Napoléon 
Bonaparte.

The global situation hangs on a victory for Glass-
Steagall in the United States. Only such an action on the 
part of leading U.S. circles can break the power of the 
British imperial monetarist system—even at its moment 
of greatest vulnerability and disintegration, and set the 
stage for a profound change globally.

To the extent that the events in Tunisia, Egypt, and 
elsewhere have sparked a shift in the internal political 
dynamics in the United States, they will have contributed, 
profoundly, to saving mankind from a plunge into Hell.

Tunisia and Egypt, for Example
Given  that  the  present  global  eruptions  of  mass-

strike ferment are tied to the disintegration of the entire 
bankrupt international financial system, it is useful to 
examine  the  cases  of  Tunisia  and  Egypt,  where  the 
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social explosions first erupted.
In both cases, the economies were looted, through 

the identical methods of the Brutish Empire. The situa-
tions reached a boiling point, as a growing mass of un-
employed young people, many well educated, came to 
the conclusion that they had no future under the current 
system.

In  the case of Tunisia, under  the Brutish  imperial 
system  of  slave  labor  and  globalization,  free-trade 
zones were established, where  foreign companies  set 
up  sweat  shops  for  textile manufacturing and  similar 
industries. The foreign firms were granted tax exemp-
tions, and were allowed to repatriate all of their profits. 
Tunisia was left with nothing.

In the case of Egypt, in the early 1980s, the Mubarak 
government  had  an  ambitious  development  plan,  in-
volving nuclear power, advanced water management, 
and the building of new agro-industrial cities to recap-
ture the desert and fully realize Egypt’s potential as an 
agricultural breadbasket, and the manufacturing hub of 
the Arab world. These policies were crushed through 
direct British intervention, and the efforts of such Brit-
ish agents as Henry Kissinger. Plans to bring four large 
nuclear power plants on line by 2010 were scrapped by 

1986;  the ministers and  scientists  and engineers who 
were behind  these  ambitious plans were driven  from 
the government.

The  alternative  model—the  Brutish  free-trade 
model—was  imposed,  once  again,  on  Egypt,  just  as 
British and French bankers has raped Egypt in the late 
19th Century, a case study presented by Rosa Luxem-
burg in her seminal work on imperial debt looting, The 
Accumulation of Capital.

Instead of producing wheat for the Egyptian people, 
the nation’s agricultural potential was directed at export 
markets. Egypt is now the world’s largest  importer of 
wheat, and the largest exporter of strawberries to the Eu-
ropean Union. After cancelling the planned nuclear power 
plant construction, Egypt struck a deal with British Petro-
leum, to turn over the nation’s oil and gas reserves to 
London. On paper, Egypt was growing at an impressive 
7% rate of increase of GDP per year. In the real world, 
the wealth gap has been increasing for the past decade. 
Under a 1996 deal brokered by then-Vice President Al 
Gore,  Egypt  was  arm-twisted  into  selling  off  its  state-
sector industries, starting with the steel industry, the larg-
est, by far, in the Arab world. London-linked oligarchs, 
some with Egyptian birth certificates, stole the national 
patrimony at pennies on the dollar. The ill-gotten gains 
found their way into bank accounts in the City of London.

As  LaRouche  observed,  President  Mubarak,  con-
templating his legacy, in weakened health, turned to his 
family, rather than his nation. His son Gamal, one of the 
principal figures in the British rape of Egypt, became 
the  number  one  target  of  public  hatred,  as  President 
Mubarak,  under  the  increasing  sway  of  his  family, 
sought to pave the way for Gamal to succeed him into 
the Presidency.

In both Tunisia and Egypt, all of the preconditions 
were  over-ripe  for  precisely  the  kind  of  mass-strike 
revolt that has now occurred. But the same can be said 
for every nation, including the United States, and almost 
every  nation  in  Europe, Africa,  Southwest Asia,  and 
South and Central America.

The British Empire is dead, and the stench of death 
is everywhere, driving the worldwide social explosions. 
The question for mankind, in the immediate days and 
weeks ahead is: Will the United States act on behalf of 
humanity, restore Glass-Steagall, remove Obama from 
office, and launch the kind of physical economic recov-
ery,  represented  by  the  North  American  Water  and 
Power Alliance  (NAWAPA) and  its global offshoots? 
Therein lies humanity’s last best hope.

The Tunisian uprising, Jan. 23. The Tunisian events triggered a 
mass-strike process from Egypt to Bahrain, from Wisconsin to 
Bolivia.
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Feb. 18—This article was translated from German.

Politicians have obviously not understood it yet, but a 
revolt has broken out worldwide against hunger, outra-
geous  food  prices,  glaring  injustice,  corruption,  op-
pression, and reactionary elites holding power, all of 
which rob the youth of their future. People no longer 
see  why  they  should  accept  conditions  that  leave 
them  no  options. The  hunger  riots  of  2008  were  di-
rected against high food prices. The 2011 uprisings in 
North Africa and Southwest Asia, as well as the mass 
demonstrations  in  Wisconsin  and  Ohio  against  at-
tempts to smash the trade unions, are reactions to the 
breakdown of the global financial system, and express 
the popular  realization  that, without  republican  free-
dom, people will have neither  food nor hope  for  the 
future.

From  Algeria,  to  Tunisia,  Libya,  Egypt,  Yemen, 
Syria,  Lebanon,  Jordan,  Saudi Arabia,  Iran,  Bahrain, 
Wisconsin,  and  Ohio,  a  revolutionary  process  has 
broken  out  against  the  effects  of  the  global  systemic 
crisis. Dictatorships and totalitarian systems that were 
tolerated  for  so  long,  are  no  longer  acceptable;  and 
people are willing to risk their lives to bring them down, 
if the regimes fail to cover the basic needs of the popu-
lation. This process will spread internationally, and the 

world will either sink into chaos and a new dark age, or 
the bankrupt financial system will be replaced in short 
order  by  a  global  two-tier  banking  system  [a  Glass-
Steagall standard].

 It may soon become an academic question, whether 
the  individual members of  the G20 countries  are  too 
incompetent or too corrupt to bring the international fi-
nancial system under control  through regulation. The 
fact  is  that  the  attempt  to  save  the bankrupt  banking 
system through bailouts and buying up of toxic paper 
just pumps more and more liquidity into the system, as 
the “rescued” speculators then “invest” in speculation 
on raw materials and food. As a result, we have hunger 
revolts and social explosions in North Africa, in South-
west  Asia,  and  in  the  financially  weaker  European 
states.

To prevent the fast-mounting inflation from leading 
to  uncontrollable  political  and  social  consequences, 
price controls on food and energy must be immediately 
imposed, along with a global two-tier banking system. 
The latter means that the commercial banks will be pro-
tected, while the worthless assets of investment banks 
will be written off, and the “shadow banking system,” 
nailed by the U.S. Angelides Commission [the Finan-
cial Crisis Inquiry Commission], will effectively be put 
in quarantine.

EGYPT IS EVERYWHERE!

Put Price Controls on Food 
And Enact Glass-Steagall
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche

EIR International
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This  shadow  banking  system—i.e.,  the  financial 
operations conducted primarily from London, by  the 
fully deregulated parallel financial  institutions—now 
has a market  share of 70% of  all  transactions  in  the 
United States and 40% in Europe, while serving as a 
supercomputer that can process thousands of transac-
tions per second. Behind  the mergers of  the German 
Stock Exchange with  the NYSE Euronext;  the stock 
exchanges  of  Singapore  and  Sydney;  and  those  of 
London and Toronto, there is a panic, driven by com-
petition over who will direct the speculators’ financial 
flows. Back on May 6, 2010, a glitch in some computer 
system brought the financial system to the brink of a 
meltdown.

The Angelides Report
The  report  by  the Angelides  Commission,  pub-

lished  in  the  U.S.  on  Jan.  27,  exposed,  absolutely 
truthfully,  the 30-year history of  the systematic de-
regulation of the banking sector, including through ab-
olition of the Glass-Steagall standard and the develop-
ment of the gigantic derivatives market, which are to 
blame  for  the  escalating  crisis.  This  report  not  only 
confirms  100%  of  Lyndon  LaRouche’s  forecasts 
and analyses, but  also  signifies  the absolute  require-
ment to restore Franklin Roosevelt’s two-tier banking 
system.

In Europe, not only does such an investigation not 
exist, but  the governments and parliaments, as  in  the 
U.S., are continuing their bailouts, as if the Angelides 
Report had never been written. Whatever cosmetic re-
sults may come out of  the Feb. 18-19 meeting of  the 
G20 finance ministers, if they do not abolish the deriva-
tive market and the shadow banking system, replacing 
the monetary system with a credit system, the disinte-
gration will continue.

The  time bomb  is  also  ticking  in  the Eurozone. 
Thus the conservative Neue Zürcher Zeitung, reflect-
ing  fears  among  the  Swiss,  warns  that  this  small, 
neutral  country, which  is  not  even  a member of  the 
Eurozone, would still not survive its collapse. Accord-
ing to the NZZ, the biggest risk is not so much in the 
European Central Bank (ECB)’s much-discussed pur-
chase  of  government  bonds  worth  at  least  EU76.5 
billion  so  far  (whose  depreciation  could  be  coped 
with in an emergency), nor even in the expansion of 
the ECB’s balance sheet from EU900 billion in 2007 
to EU1.9 trillion currently; the biggest danger is off-

balance-sheet  transactions.  Namely,  the  ECB  has 
begun to accept a wide range of low-quality securities 
as collateral for loans it gives to the banks, including 
bank  and  corporate  bonds,  debentures,  government 
bonds,  and  other  non-marketable  paper.  Since  a 
number  of  Irish,  Portuguese,  Spanish,  and  other 
banks were standing on very shaky foundations, and 
their loans from the Eurosystem are secured by just 
such paper, the safety net might not hold, in case of 
a  huge  financial  loss,  such  as  the  bankruptcy  of  a 
State.

According to the NZZ, the ECB’s knowledge of this 
potential  risk  places  it  in  an  awkward  position.  By 
taking on so many risks, it is now itself an interested 
party, which, for example, would be affected if Greece’s 
debt were restructured. Could the ECB still be neutral 
in its advice to governments, if the possibility were to 
arise that the euro bailout fund would buy the toxic gov-
ernment bonds of heavily indebted member countries—
rather than those of the ECB?

“There is a risk that anyone who has taken risks as 
great as the Eurosystem has, can no longer make a deci-
sion that is separate from its own self-interest,” writes 
the NZZ. And since the ECB has completely abolished 
credit ratings for Greek government bonds, it has virtu-
ally invited the (toxic) paper to be “unloaded” onto the 
issuing bank. If a Eurozone member-state should col-
lapse, and with it a whole parade of counterparties, this 
could lead to a serious failure, which would even dwarf 
the  collapse  of  Lehman  Brothers!  One  fears  that  the 
ECB, knowing this danger full well, is no longer unbi-
ased, the paper writes.

That is the background for Axel Weber’s resigna-
tion [as chairman of the Bundesbank, the German cen-
tral bank]; he said that if he became chairman of the 
ECB, he would not be able to count on the necessary 
support!  Weber  is  known  for  his  stability-oriented 
policy, and thus for something that the ECB has clearly 
abandoned. Thus, the ECB is, in principle, doing the 
same thing that the Fed is doing in the United States: 
namely, creating hyperinflationary liquidity. And this 
liquidity, in turn, is feeding speculation in raw materi-
als and food. And that  leads  to  the social explosions 
that we are seeing today!

Listen to LaRouche!
The  reality  is  that  the  current  world  financial 

system, including the Eurosystem, cannot coexist with 
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human civilization. Lyndon LaRouche has for decades 
been the world’s only economist to forecast the rea-
sons for the global financial crisis, while pointing to 
possible  solutions  at  every  turning  point.  The  An-
gelides Commission has confirmed each of his state-
ments.

Has there been any European parliament, up to now, 
which has made an effort to investigate these processes, 
which are existential for the survival of human civiliza-
tion, and to come up with remedies? What we see in-
stead, is a systematic campaign of politicians and the 
media, aimed at getting people to focus on completely 
trivial topics.

In Germany, we need to convene a committee im-
mediately, which would take up the results of the An-
gelides Report as quickly as possible, and investigate 
the  many  clues  therein  about  the  practices  of  Euro-
pean banks. It is also vital to investigate the geopoliti-
cal circumstances under which Germany was forced 
to accept  the euro as  the price  for  reunification, and 
whether  the  present  behavior  of  the  ECB  has  not 
long been in violation of its own charter, and its mis-
sion of maintaining price stability. There are quali-

fied  experts  who  could  answer  all  these  questions, 
who, up to now, have been largely marginalized by the 
established parties and the media, but would be ready 
and willing, in this emergency, to put their knowledge 
to use.

On the banners of the demonstrators in Wisconsin, 
there were slogans such as: “Mubarak for Governor” 
and “Walk like an Egyptian!” Even Republican Con-
gressman Paul Ryan commented, “It’s  like Cairo has 
moved to Madison these days.”

If  governments  do  not  recognize  soon,  that  they 
must immediately put on the agenda, a policy for the 
common good, and not for the interests of the specu-
lators,  we  will  very  quickly  have  Egyptian  condi-
tions  worldwide. The  politicians  in  the  established 
parties  have  only  two  choices:  Either  they  take  a 
crash course in understanding what it means to make 
policies for the people, or they should find a different 
career.

The only way to stop the avalanche that is now oc-
curring, is the immediate introduction of a global Glass-
Steagall two-tier banking system!

Help us mobilize to make that happen!

Lyndon LaRouche 
On Glass-Steagall 
and NAWAPA
“The greatest project that mankind has ever under-
taken on this planet, as an economic project, now 
stands before us, as the opportunity which can be set 
into motion by the United States now launching the 
NAWAPA project, with the preliminary step of reor-
ganizing the banking system through Glass-Steagall, 
and then moving on from there.”

“Put Glass-Steagall through now, and I know how to 
deliver a victory to you.”

Subscribe to EIR Online www.larouchepub.com/eiw 
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Over the weekend of Feb. 12-13, some 
5,000  African  refugees  landed  on  the 
small Italian island of Lampedusa, about 
80  km  from  Tunisia.  The  refugees, 
coming  in groups of hundreds,  in sev-
eral waves, soon created an emergency 
on the island, which has just 4,500 in-
habitants (Figure 1). But more than that, 
it  rang  the alarm bell  for governments 
throughout Europe, for the waves of ref-
ugees that could arrive soon, but, orders 
of magnitude  larger.  Italy, on  the front 
line,  called  on  the  European  Union  to 
help deal with the problem.

The crisis, however, cannot be solved 
with police measures. The refugee wave, 
currently limited to the nation of Tuni-
sia,  but  soon  to  expand  to  Egypt  and 
other countries, if policies do not change, 
is  driven  by  a  devastating  economic 
crisis, which the European nations are co-responsible 
for having created, together with the International Mon-
etary Fund (IMF); through the enforcing upon African 
nations of globalization and neo-liberal policies. Only 
if such policies are reversed, can an “exodus of biblical 
dimensions,”  as  the  former  police  chief  of  Rome  re-
ferred to it, be prevented. Italians are somehow aware 
of that, as Foreign Minister Franco Frattini repeatedly 
stated, in calling for a “Marshall Plan” for countries on 
the southern shore of the Mediterranean. Frattini went 
so far as to criticize the EU policy, but his calls are des-
tined to remain empty words, if any actions remain con-
fined to the Euro system, of which Italy is part. Such a 
system allows for no development policy.

The  situation  was  made  very  clear  by  a Tunisian 
government delegation visiting Rome on Feb. 17. Min-
ister for Industry and Tecnology Afif Chelbi said that 
the EU offer of EU17 million in advance of EU258 mil-
lion,  to  be  paid  by  2013,  is  “ridiculous.”  The  offer 
“shows that [the EU] has not grasped the dimension of 

the historical events unfolding in the South Mediterra-
nean.”  When  EU  Foreign  Policy  chief  “Catherine 
Ashton spoke about 17 million,” Chelbi said, “our min-
ister though he had misunderstood, and asked: ‘millions 
or billions?’ Once more, the European Union is not up 
to the task of dealing with the region.”

Tunisian media tycoon Tarak Ben Ammar was even 
harsher than Chelbi: “What Europe has offered Tunisia 
is  a  tip,  almost  an  insult. At  least,  10  billions  in  six 
months are required to rebuild tourism, the economy, 
and jobs.” Ammar said that “political will” is lacking. 
“Either  Europe  says  that  it  wants  to  develop  North 
Africa to prevent refugees from coming to its territory, 
or they will come not in 5 thousands, but rather in 500 
thousands to its shores.”

EU and IMF Responsibilities in North Africa
The damages to the nations on the southern shore of 

the  Mediterranean,  provoked  by  free-market  policies 
imposed by the West, are indeed enormous. In addition 

Prevent ‘Biblical Exodus’ from Africa: 
Build Water and Energy Infrastructure
by Claudio Celani

Following the revolution in Tunisia, thousands of refugees have flooded the small 
Italian island of Lampedusa, where there are only 4,500 inhabitants, creating a 
potential humanitarian disaster. Shown: a holding center on Lampedusa.
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to the lack of food and energy security, those countries 
have been hit by the increase in world commodity prices 
since 2007.

In the case of Tunisia, over 20 years of cooperation 
between Tunis and the World Bank and the IMF led to 
soaring unemployment,  in particular among educated 
Tunisians. A World Bank report notes that the number 
of young unemployed graduates has nearly  tripled  in 
ten years—336,000 in 2006-07, compared with 121,800 
in 1996-97.

With support from those international institutions, as 
well as from France and the EU, the recently overthrown 
government of Ben Ali had implemented “reforms” in-
volving privatizing of essential infrastructure and indus-
tries (including ports, steel factories, and mineral pro-
duction corporations),  removing  import  tariffs,  easing 
export restrictions, devaluing the currency, opening the 
domestic  labor  market  to  foreign  companies  which 
employ Tunisians as slave labor in the textile and auto 
spare parts industries. Tunisia was the first North Afri-
can country to enter a free-trade agreement with the EU 
in 1995, allowing full implementation of those policies.

What was done to Egypt is almost a carbon copy of 
what happened to the Tunisian economy. In the begin-
ning of the 1990s, under an agreement with the IMF to 
cut  its  foreign debt by half,  the Egyptian government 
agreed to privatize its state companies; reduce tariffs on 
imports of food and textiles (killing the chances of these 
two sectors’ survival); increase exports of cash-generat-

ing cotton, vegetables, and fruits; eliminate government 
subsidies on agriculture and food prices, and on fuels.

Worst of all, was the privatization of basic infrastruc-
ture such as transportation, water management, and tele-
communications, leading to the skyrocketing of costs for 
small-sized farms and manufactures. This gave interna-
tional  mega-producers  a  tremendous  advantage,  en-
abling them to move in and take over. But the most out-
rageous, from the standpoint of the Egyptian population, 
is that the privatization was carried out with the collu-
sion  of  the  governments  and  large  business  interests, 
closely  tied  to members of  the government,  including 
President  Mubarak’s  family. A  large,  wealthy,  corrupt 
elite was thus created, whose loyalty was to the global 
economic interests rather than the Egyptian nation.

More than 30 years were lost for the Egyptian nation, 
since 1981-83, when Lyndon LaRouche and his associ-
ates  presented  to  the  Cairo  government,  a  policy  to 
ensure  food  self-sufficiency  through  massive  invest-
ments  in water and  in agriculture  infrastructure. That 
proposal was sabotaged by Anglo-American interests, 
represented  by  the  likes  of  Henry  Kissinger,  whose 
main policy objective towards Egypt and similar large 
developing  countries  is  “population  reduction.”  The 
U.S.  “aid”  policy  towards  Egypt  ironically  made  the 
country dependent on the U.S. to ensure that the Egyp-
tian population had access to a minimum of food sup-
plies, while undercutting its own production.

However, as LaRouche recently emphasized, only a 
global  solution  can  give  Egypt  and  other  nations  a 
chance to recover and ensure a future for their  upcom-
ing generations. The crisis  in Northern Africa and the 
Middle East is not a result of the circumstances in those 
specific countries, but rather of the global collapse. None 
of them is able, by themselves, to control their destiny.

An “outside intervention” is needed, in the form of a 
treaty among African, European, and other nations, for 
development  programs,  based  on  large  infrastructure 
projects, like water, energy, and transport infrastructures.

The Sicily-Tunis Tunnel
A few such projects could be immediately started, 

such as a modern version of the François-Elie Roudaire 
plan  to  supply  fresh  water  to  the  chotts,  or  brackish 
marshes in southern Tunisia and Algeria, and thereby 
make it a granary and center of agro-industry.1 Another 

1. See Yves Paumier,  “From Roudaire’s  ‘Inland Sea’ Project  to  the Blue 
Revolution,” EIR, Jan. 28, 2011.

Lampedusa

The tiny Mediterranena island of Lampedusa is located just 80 
kilometers from Tunisia and 205 kilometers from Sicily.

FIGURE 1
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project  is a  tunnel between Tunisia and Sicily, which 
would create a landbridge between Africa, Europe, and 
Asia (Figure 2). The tunnel was first presented interna-
tionally to a Schiller Institute conference in Kiedrich, 
Germany, in 2007 (see below).

EIR  spoke  to  the  author  of  the  tunnel  project,  Dr. 
Pietro La Mendola, a nuclear engineer and a transporta-
tion expert who has developed the idea for an Italian gov-
ernment  agency.  The  tunnel,  in  conjunction  with  the 
Messina bridge, would be part of a 2,500-plus-km land-
bridge corridor from Tunis  to Berlin, and further east-
ward. The project would create 10,000 jobs in Tunisia, 
which would be a major factor in stabilizing emigration. 
The tunnel will be a rail-freight tunnel only, composed of 
several sections of up to 60 km, separated by four artifi-
cial islands built with excavation material. Work could 
start  immediately after  the completion of  a geological 
survey, which usually lasts four years. However, since 
the  Italian  oil  company  ENI  has  surveyed  almost  the 
entire area already for oil and gas drilling, their data could 
be used in order to accelerate the works.

With  the Sicily-Tunisia Tunnel,  the planned Mes-
sina  Bridge  between  Sicily  and  the  Italian  mainland 
would  make  much  more  sense,  because  it  would  no 
longer be only a national connection (between two Ital-
ian regions), but would become a much more important 
international/intercontinental connection. To dig a sub-
marine tunnel has become highly doable, with modern 
technologies, La Mendola said. Modern machines dig 
1.5 km per month. This means that in 60 months, the 
tunnel would be ready. “As an engineer, I must update 
my  knowledge  on  digging  technologies  every  three 
months,” he said. La Mendola, who has worked for the 

Italian  national  research  agency 
ENEA, is in favor of a tunnel in-
stead of the Messina Bridge, also 
because to build the bridge would 
take  ten  years,  whereas  a  tunnel 
would  be  ready  in  ten  months. 
“But a bridge is visible, while the 
tunnel cannot be seen by voters—
politicians think.”

La Mendola agrees that the fi-
nancing  issue  is  a  political  one. 
One option would be to have the 
Chinese finance it, as it was done 
for the Channel Tunnel. The best 
option, however, is to re-establish 
capabilities  for  national  credit 

which  have  been  eliminated  by  the  euro.  He  agreed 
that  the euro should become an accounting unit, and 
nations should be given the power to issue their own 
currencies again. Italy could then revive its dirigistic 
tradition of  state  industries,  like  those at  the  time of 
Enrico Mattei.

La Mendola has also developed projects to win parts 
of the Sahara desert to agricultural development, like in 
the case of the Shatt El Djerid in Tunisia, or in the New 
Valley in Egypt, which are consistent with the Paumier-
Roudaire proposal presented by LaRouche associates 
in France. These are the key for development there, and 
for man-made climate improvement.

For  instance,  he  has  studied  a  1,000-meter-deep 
groundwater  reservoir  in  the  Nubia  region  in  Egypt, 
which he said could be tapped to create green oases 200 
km long and 50 km wide. Opponents say that this will 
exhaust  the  reservoir  one  day,  but  he  insists  that  the 
water won’t be lost, and instead will enter the biological 
cycle, creating rains and changing the climate. He said 
that there are two of such very large underground lakes, 
created  by  infiltration  by  the  old  Nile  course  20,000 
years  ago.  These  groundwater  reservoirs  have  been 
studied by German experts.

Of course, a Nile nations agreement is necessary, La 
Mendola said. The 1948 deal is totally obsolete. In his 
view, Nile water use must be shared according to popu-
lation size: nation A has 100 population and gets 100 
units of water. Nation B has 1,000 population and gets 
1,000 units of water.

The  water  projects  for  North  Africa  can  connect 
with the Transaqua project to revitalize Lake Chad, and 
to green the Sahel region, in a larger plan to green the 

EIRNS/Flavio Tabanelli

FIGURE 2

The Proposed Sicily-Tunisia Tunnel
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desert, change the climate, and build Pan-African infra-
structure.  Unless  such  development  projects  are  ur-
gently  implemented, what we are seeing now is only 
the beginning of an explosion  in North Africa which 

will hit hard Europe too. However, no such policies can 
be implemented, unless the bankrupt financial system is 
replaced with a credit system based on a Glass-Steagall 
standard, according to LaRouche’s specifications.

DR. NINo GALLoNI

The Sicily-Tunisia
Tunnel: Link to Africa

Italian economist Dr. Nino Galloni spoke on the 
topic, “The Sicily-Tunisia Tunnel and the Extension 
of the Eurasian Land-Bridge into Africa,” at a Schil-
ler Institute conference in Germany, Sept. 15, 2007.

The  Italian  Agency  for  Alternative  Energies 
(ENEA) and the Sicilian Regional government have 
recently presented a feasibility study concerning un-
derground and underwater segments of up to 60 ki-
lometers, for a tunnel across the Channel of Sicily, 
connecting Italy with Tunisia. Therefore, in the case 
under examination, researchers have suggested the 
construction of four intermediate islands which will 
be built with the excavated material; in this manner, 
the cost of waste disposal will also be reduced. In 
addition, the four islands would represent a financial 
asset in the operation, because they can be utilized 
for stocking the local sea fauna and selective fishing, 
as well as for quality tourism.

The plan takes on particular value if it is better in-
tegrated  into  the  network  of  global  infrastructure 
going from the Bering Strait (connecting the Ameri-
cas to Asia and, therefore, to Europe), to the Mediter-
ranean and Africa; those infrastructure networks also 
include the bridge over the Messina Strait and the Gi-
braltar tunnel between Spain and Morocco (ca. 37.8 
km). In this way, there would be uninterrupted circu-
lation of means of transport of goods and passengers 
along  the Mediterranean coast, going  through Italy, 
France, Spain, Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Tunisia, and, 
of course, all of the bordering countries.

The  financial  plan  based  on  the  estimation  of 
costs performed by the ENEA researchers calls for 
20 billion euros  [ca. $28 billion],  and proposes  to 

collect  the  money  through  advanced  sales  of  tolls 
which, once  the project  is finished,  can be  resold, 
used, or transformed into shares of the state-run, or 
mixed public-private firm that runs or owns the in-
frastructure. According to the same researchers, the 
presence of the four islands will allow for reducing 
finishing costs even under the projected ten years, as 
each section can be reduced to only 30 km.

Any shares or tolls will 
be issued for a price of 100 
euros (it should double in 
ten years), and applied to 
the  equivalent  of  one 
medium-tonnage  truck. 
Considering  a  transit  fre-
quency of one truck every 
five  seconds,  in  both  di-
rections,  for  20  hours  a 
day,  you  have  20  billion 
euros to be amortized over 
40 years at constant value, 
but  in  half  the  indicated 

time, if the values or prices of tolls double every ten 
years; of which, the initial ten years coincide with the 
completion of the work, and the next ten years with 
the first decade of activity. Therefore, the project seems 
to be sustainable, and governments can ask private 
investors for money, or issue currency that will not 
create inflation, exactly because it will start to gener-
ate  income  ten  years  later.  (Thus,  one  could  also 
choose to consolidate currently circulating short- to 
medium-term speculative financial instruments at high 
risk of insolvency, and instead spread them out in a 
project which is long term, real, and generates income.)

States  and  governments  can  maintain  majority 
control  and  raise  funds  through  the  methods  de-
scribed above, not forgetting that a significant por-
tion of income will be generated by the management 
of the islands for fishing and tourism, which on both 
the Sicilian and Tunisian sides, already have an an-
cient and deep-rooted tradition.

EIRNS/Julien Lemaître

Dr. Nino Galloni
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Prior to the onset World War I, Gen. Alfred von Schlief-
fen, chief of the German General Staff, undertook a 
series of studies, based on the complete defeat, in fact, 
annihilation, by Hannibal, of the numerically superior 
forces of the Roman army, at the battle of Cannae, in 
216 B.C. These Cannae studies were prepared for the 
General Staff to guide them against a potential set of 
enemies, should there be a war. One of the studies was 
a short analysis of the Battle of Leuthen, fought by 
Frederick the Great, King of Prussia, in the Winter of 
1757, also against significantly superior forces.

Lyndon LaRouche has often cited this battle as a 
prime example of the method of creatively out-think-
ing, and outflanking one’s enemy. The LaRouche po-
litical movement and its allies are now engaged in a 
life-and-death struggle against the dying British empire, 
which is also a seemingly superior force. In political 
warfare, as in military combat, it is essential to attack 
and crush your enemy on his most vulnerable flanks, 
until you annihilate him, or he surrenders.

This brief report will explore some of the lessons to 
be gleaned by examining the combined campaign 
waged by Frederick the Great, in 1757, against the 
French at Rossbach, and the Austrians at Leuthen.

Europe on the Eve of the Seven Years War
In 1756, prior to the outbreak of the Seven Years 

War (1756-63), the nations of Europe were being ma-
nipulated by Great Britain—itself controlled increas-
ingly by the scions of the British East India Company—

DEFEATING A SUPERIOR ENEMY

Frederick the Great, and the 
Battles of Rossbach & Leuthen
by Stu Rosenblatt

EIR History

The victories of Frederick the Great, King of Prussia (1712-86) 
against the French at Rossback, and the Austrians at Leuthen, 
are prime examples of creatively out-thinking and outflanking 
one’s enemies.
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into a fratricidal war on the continent. Enemy coalitions 
were forming, and Frederick II, King of Prussia, found 
himself facing the armies of France, Russia, Austria, 
Sweden, Saxony, and a group of German principalities. 
Having no alternative, Frederick struck an alliance with 
the Hanoverian princes allied to the British Crown, and 
to Great Britain itself.

The British were orchestrating what would become 
the first world war, the precursor to all succeeding 
global conflicts, where other nations would be induced 
to fight and destroy each other, while the British ex-
panded their empire. Frederick was merely a pawn in 
the British game. The alliance with Britain “was the 
worst decision I ever made,” Frederick later lamented.

Frederick received secret reports at The Hague in 
1756 that the Russians, Austrians, and the French 
planned to attack him in the Spring of 1757. Other re-
ports indicated that his enemies were cutting secret 
deals to slice up his empire once he was defeated. He 
had little choice but to form alliances and prepare for 
combat. He commented on the fact that his enemies 
were forced to round up enormous resources to 
defeat his famously well-trained and formidable army: 
“It must indeed be counted as one of the proudest 
memories of Prussian history, that the resources of 
30 million people were considered inadequate to 

overcome a mere 4 million.”
Frederick adopted an aggres-

sive war posture from the outset. 
He decided to inaugurate hostili-
ties and hoped to catch his adver-
saries by surprise. First, he planned 
a bold incursion into Saxony, and 
then Bohemia, contested areas 
with Austria, as early as the 
Summer of 1756. He would defeat 
Austria first, and then turn west, 
and confront the French. After dis-
abling his initial adversaries, he 
would face a likely Russian inva-
sion from the East. Although the 
war would not unfold quite to his 
specifications, Frederick’s origi-
nal strategy was to attack and hit 
the flanks.

The success of this bold plan 
rested on Frederick’s appreciation 
of the principle of flanking attacks, 
both in grand strategy and tactical 

planning. To bolster his understanding, Frederick pored 
over ancient military history to find precedents that 
would guide him. He had studied the Battle of Cannae, 
and he was sure his enemies had also, so he sought other 
campaigns that would allow him to outflank his oppo-
nents, by surprise.

Epaminondas and the Battle of Leuctra
In tactical preparation for the war, Frederick pored 

over accounts of ancient battles, and discovered a cam-
paign, and a military leader that supplied the strategy 
he needed. He seized on the famous war of the The-
bans against a superior enemy, the army of Sparta, in 
371 B.C.

Following the conclusion of the Peloponnesian War 
(431-404 B.C.), Sparta emerged as the most powerful 
city-state on the Greek peninsula. Sparta then engaged 
in a power struggle with Persia for control of Greece 
and the Near East. Thebes benefited from Persian lar-
gesse in its own rise to power, and to quell Theban op-
position, Sparta invaded Boetia with a large army in 
371 B.C. Most of the Theban leaders and generals 
rushed to appease the Spartans, but a great leader, Epa-
minondas, opposed this cowardice. He demanded that 
Thebes fight, and prevailed against the other power bro-
kers, although they remained skeptical of success. De-

FIGURE 1

Central Europe 1780 
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spite their lack of enthusiasm, Epaminondas put for-
ward a masterful plan to defeat the Spartan invaders.

The Theban army was approximately half the size 
of the Spartan force. Epaminondas had to devise a strat-
egy to crush the invaders. Prior to the battle, Epaminon-
das defied the conventional deployment of forces in a 
wily effort to outflank the enemy. Traditionally, both 
armies lined up in phalanxes across from one another. 
Each phalanx would deploy 12 men deep, and engage 
in direct combat with the rival phalanx. Superior fight-
ing prowess would determine the outcome.

Epaminondas, instead, took his best fighting forces, 
and positioned them on his left flank, in a heavy align-
ment directly across from the right wing of the Spar-
tans. His men were deployed 50 deep, as opposed to the 
conventional 12-man depth (Figure 2). He then stag-
gered the remainder of his army at an oblique angle 
next to, and descending away from the enlarged left 
flank. Prior to the battle, he ordered the weaker troops 
in this “Oblique Order” (see below) to withdraw gradu-
ally in a “refused flank,” and await the success or fail-
ure of the left flank.

When fighting commenced, Epaminondas’ left flank 
surged against the startled Spartan right wing, breaking 

through the line, and sending them into headlong re-
treat. He then launched the refused wing against the 
disorganized remnant of the Spartan army, completely 
crushing them. He won an unexpected, decisive victory 
over the superior and much-feared Spartan enemy at 
Leuctra.

After this battle, Epanimondas repeated the same 
maneuver in a follow-up conflict with the Spartans, and 
was victorious again. Unfortunately, this time, it cost 
him his life. Epaminondas had been downplayed over 
the centuries, but his successful battle tactics inspired 
Frederick the Great in the opening battles of the Seven 
Years War.

In his Principes Généraux, completed in 1748, 
Frederick sketched his general philosophy of war, and 
wrote about the Battle of Leuctra: “The Army was not 
to shrink from an encounter with a superior enemy, for 
‘these are the occasions on which my Oblique Order of 
battle can be employed to great effect. You refuse one 
wing to the enemy, but you reinforce the attacking wing, 
with which you deliver the assault against a single wing 
of the enemy forces, taking them in flank. An army of 
100,000 men, outflanked in this way, may be beaten by 
30,000, because the issue is decided so quickly.’ ”1

Frederick Invades Saxony: The War Begins
The Seven Years War began in 1756 with various 

naval and other engagements, highlighted by the Battle 
of Minorca. The land war commenced with Frederick 
II’s preemptive march into Saxony. He caught the Saxon 
army not fully mobilized, but he quickly encountered 
sections of the Austrian army that proved a much stron-
ger adversary than he had anticipated. After an extended 
struggle, Frederick prevailed at the Battle of Lobositz 
in October 1756. The results were not conclusive, and 
the combatants retired to their Winter quarters, to plan 
for the Spring campaigns.

Over the Winter, France and Russia formally struck 
up an alliance against Prussia, and joined Austria in 
preparing to attack Frederick, who was now officially 
opposed on all fronts.

Brazenly undeterred, Frederick resumed the offen-
sive in the Spring of 1757. He achieved a victory at the 
Battle of Prague, but the campaign against Austria 
bogged down, and was stalemated by Summer.

Frederick shifted direction and prepared to attack 

1. Christopher Duffy, The Military Life of Frederick the Great (New 
York: Atheneum, 1986), p. 78.

FIGURE 2

The Battle of Leuctra

In the Battle of Leuctra (371 B.C.), which informed Frederick’s 
strategy in the Seven Years War, a numerically smaller force of 
Thebans, under the command of Epaminondas, defeated a 
superior force of Spartans. Central to the victory was the 
Oblique Order of battle employed by the Thebans to crush the 
right flank of the Spartans and lead to the rout of their army. 
This Oblique Order was used by Frederick in several of his 
battles in the 1757 campaign.
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France in the West, before they were fully mobilized for 
war. Once his western flank was secured, he would 
return to Austria, and attack in Lusatia. He knew this 
was imperative, as he would soon be facing Russia and 
Sweden from the East, enemies he knew would pose a 
serious challenge.

With this backdrop, Frederick divided his army, 
leaving a force of 41,000 to hold the gains in Austria, 
while he would head up a 20,000-man invasion force 
against oncoming French troops in the West.

Despite being outnumbered, Frederick remained on 
the offensive. He knew he possessed the superior army. 
What was required was the nerve and brains to tri-
umph.

Rossbach and Leuthen
In the late Summer of 1757, Frederick marched 

from Dresden toward Leipzig, picking up pieces of his 

army as he went. A month 
later, after hard marching, he 
confronted the allied armies 
of France and the German 
princes near the town of 
Rossbach. The Allies had 
41,000 troops between them, 
while Frederick had half that 
number. But Frederick knew 
his army was better trained, 
capable of quick marching 
and maneuvering, and pos-
sessed a superior ability to 
deploy battlefield artillery.

The Battle of Rossbach 
commenced on Nov. 5, and 
Frederick defeated an initial 
attack of Allied forces, by 
employing a double envel-
opment of his cavalry 
(Figure 3). He then deployed 
a portion of his remaining 
troops in a modified Oblique 
Order formation, and lured 
the French into a headlong 
attack against two wings of 
his army. He had pre-posi-
tioned these wings opposite 
the French attack at an angle. 
He fell upon the French from 
both sides and delivered a 

massive defeat. The French-led Allied army lost 10,000 
troops, nearly 25% of its force, while Frederick sus-
tained but 550 casualties! Rossbach was so conclusive 
a victory, that it ended any French incursions for the 
remainder of the Seven Years War.

Frederick did not linger to savor his victory. He im-
mediately turned his army east, and began a fast march 
back toward Lusatia. and then on to Silesia. He wanted 
to relieve the army that had been occupying the terri-
tory, which had been slowly picked apart by the Austri-
ans. He then sought to attack Austria before Winter.

His march east was impressive. He allowed one day 
for rest out of four, and his troops were instructed to 
forage off the land, to conserve supplies. As he marched, 
he also gathered together the scattered portions of his 
army.

Many of these troops had become demoralized 
under the weight of the Austrian attacks, and Frederick 

FIGURE 3

The Battle of Rossbach

Frederick meets the Allied army (France and German princes) at Rossbach on Nov. 5, 1757, 
after a forced march from the east. Prussian General Seydlitz initially defeats the cavalry of the 
numerically superior Allied force on the left flank. The Allied army then marches in a hastily 
organized set of columns directly toward the Prussian infantry, which reforms its lines to 
entrap the Allied army. The Prussians fall on the Allied infantry on both their flanks, routing 
them, and inflicting severe casualties.
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quickly raised their morale by regaling them with sto-
ries of the glorious victory at Rossbach.

Finally, in late November 1757, he reached Parch-
witz, and positioned a fighting force of 35,000 battle-
hardened Brandenburgers, Pomeranians, and Magde-
burgers near the Oder River outside of Breslau. He 
aimed to take the Austrian army by surprise, before it 
had been able to dig in and prepare for his attack. Sure 
enough, the enemy army had not reconnoitered Freder-
ick’s approach, and was caught flat-footed near the vil-
lage of Leuthen.

Prior to the great battle, Frederick delivered his 
famous Parchwitz Address to his assembled troops, 
confronting them with the peril of their situation, and 
urged them on, “to conquer or die.”

However, Frederick had badly underestimated the 
size of the enemy forces. He thought he was fighting 
40,000, when, in fact, the Austrian army was comprised 
of over 65,000 men. To complicate the situation, the 
battle was fought with light snow on the ground—not 

conducive to war fighting in that age.
The conflict began early in the 

morning of Dec. 5, with Frederick per-
sonally leading his entire army in two 
long columns, flanked by cavalry and 
artillery on either side (Figure 4). The 
Austrian army was strung out in a line, 
nearly four miles long, over a series of 
small hills, as he approached from the 
West. Frederick aimed a small portion 
of his army directly at the right wing of 
the Austrians and attacked them out-
side the village of Borne. He defeated 
the startled enemy handily, and contin-
ued his feint toward the main body of 
the Austrian right flank.

Believing that the Prussians would 
attack this wing, the Austrians quickly 
redeployed their reserves to bolster it. 
They prepared to fall upon Frederick 
in a classic Cannae maneuver, and 
crush him from both sides. Frederick 
had taken the Austrian intention into 
his calculations, and quickly marched 
the bulk of his army in a different di-
rection.

He separated his army into two col-
umns. A smaller force of 40 squadrons 
and cavalry was stationed facing the 

right flank and center of the enemy in a refused wing. 
They would not participate in the initial attack, but 
would be available either to join in a second engage-
ment, or cover a retreat.

The second column of Frederick’s army broke off 
and wheeled right, heading east, parallel to the extended 
Austrian lines, but hidden from the enemy by small 
hills and foliage. Frederick personally led this second 
wing at a deliberate pace, to maintain order and ready it 
for a further maneuver.

As they marched passed the unsuspecting Austrian 
left wing, Frederick ordered them to march east-south-
east and fall into line opposite, and perpendicular to the 
far side of the exposed Austrian flank (Figure 5). The 
main body of the infantry set to attack the enemy was 
arrayed in a staggered line of battalions extending back 
at 50-pace intervals, in a textbook Oblique Order of 
battle. The king ordered his best companies of advance 
guard to lead the assault on the utterly shocked enemy 
flank.

FIGURE 4

The Battle of Leuthen: The Shift

In the opening of the battle (Winter 1757), Frederick feints an attack on the right 
wing of the Austrian troops, which is deployed on a four-mile north-south line, 
down to Sagschutz. Frederick engages the Austrians at Borna, leaving 40 squadrons 
in a “refused wing” opposite Radaxdorff. He deploys the majority of his troops in a 
long march south, who then wheel and attack the surprised Austrian left wing, from 
the South. The Prussians deploy in Oblique Order, routing the Austrians, who are 
forced back toward Leuthen village.
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The entire Austrian army was facing west, when the 
Prussian infantry fell on it with a punishing assault from 
the South. They put up an initial resistance but were 
forced back under the weight of Frederick’s army.

Realizing that he had been totally surprised, Prince 
Charles of Lorraine, the Austrian commander, hurriedly 
ordered the bulk of his army to reform facing Freder-
ick’s onrushing troops. The Austrian army was now po-
sitioned south of Leuthen village, in a staggered line 
that in some areas was 40 men deep and unable to move. 
This provided an excellent target for Prussian artillery, 
and for Frederick’s refused wing of 40 squadrons, that 
suddenly found itself ready to attack the disorganized 
new Austrian right wing.

The Prussians now hammered the confused Austrian 
army from both sides, putting the enemy to rout. Freder-
ick’s troops, exhausted by the month-long march and 
intense day-long battle, pursued the fleeing Austrian 
army, but not with the zeal required for a total annihila-
tion. However, the victory was complete and startling.

Casualty figures told only part of the story. The 
Prussian army suffered 6,400 injuries, the majority 

being light wounds, while the Austrian 
force took 22,000 casualties, including 
12,000 soldiers captured, and 10,000 
dead or wounded. This comprised 
nearly one-third of the Austrian army!

Postscript
General von Schlieffen studied the 

battle intensively, and compared it to 
the Carthaginian victory over Teren-
tius Varro, the Roman general at 
Cannae, Schlieffen’s yardstick for total 
victory of inferior troops over a supe-
rior enemy. He concluded that the 
Prussian army did not have enough 
troops at hand to turn both flanks of the 
Austrian army. The oblique disposi-
tion of troops on the left and right by 
Frederick the Great replaced the double 
envelopment of Hannibal against the 
Romans, and was still very effective.

Von Schlieffen praised Frederick 
for “turning the retreat on the left flank 
into a rout by pursuit. [But,] [t]he dis-
proportion of strength was too great, 
the forces too unequal. Leithen could 
only be a mutilated Cannae. . . . If, 

during the further pursuit [by the Prussian generals], 
they could have acted with more ‘vivacité’ and sat 
‘closer on the heels of the enemy,’ the results would 
have been greater but were still considerable.

“Of the proud Imperial army which crossed the 
Queiss at Lauban with 90,000, scarcely one fourth left 
the soil of Silesia and returned over the frontier of Bo-
hemia in the greatest dejection and discouragement. 
This came pretty close to extermination.”

Lyndon LaRouche has employed the same method 
in political combat. We find ourselves in similar cir-
cumstances, deploying seemingly inferior forces 
against an apparently stronger enemy. The idea of suc-
cessful flank attacks is identical to the triumph of “weak 
forces” in physical science or Classical art. Both begin 
with the development of new creative ideas.

Our enemy is now decaying, rotting from the inside 
of a collapsing economy. LaRouche is attacking that 
weakness with the unleashing of a campaign to win the 
passage of Glass-Steagall, thereby reasserting the pri-
macy of the Constitutional principle of the General 
Welfare and Federal credit.

FIGURE 5

Battle of Leuthen: The Kill

The hastily re-formed Austrian troops grouped around Leuthen village. The 
majority of the Prussian force in the South continued their northward onslaught, 
and dislodged the Austrian troops in short order. The Austrians flee toward Lissa, 
leaving Frederick with a total victory over the troops of Charles of Lorraine.
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Editorial

Just as the cause of the mass-strike process now 
rocking the world, from Cairo to Wisconsin—the 
breakdown of the bankrupt global financial 
system—is global, so is the solution: a global change 
in policy. That change begins with the United States 
dumping the bailout policy, and implementing the 
Constitutional principle of Glass-Steagall—as a 
first step to similar measures all around the world.

It is the determination of the international fi-
nancial oligarchy, centered in the Inter-Alpha 
Group, to bail out their bankrupt system, that has 
led to the looting policies now killing people 
around the world, most emphatically including the 
hyperinflationary, genocidal rise in food prices. 
This looting has triggered the explosions in North 
Africa and the Middle East, but it also stands 
behind the determination of U.S. governors like 
Wisconsin’s “Sheikh” Walker, and Ohio’s “Moam-
mar” Kasich, to crush union resistance to austerity 
programs whose aim is to protect the banks, not 
the people. The looting will not solve the financial 
or economic crisis, of course; but it will lead to 
mass destruction.

The success of the spreading unrest ultimately 
depends upon whether people turn from being en-
raged protestors, to being citizens who demand that 
the bailouts be dumped by implementing Glass-
Steagall, and then moving to rebuild the economy.

To understand this reality, you have to think 
beyond your nose—and reject the sophistry of 
those who demand you look at our financial system 
as you would look at your household budget. Sov-
ereign governments, especially the U.S. Constitu-
tional government, are not households; they are 
institutions dedicated to creating public credit for 
the general welfare, and thus can advance credit 
to create a future for our citizens.

But, under the current global financial tyranny, 
such investment of public credit is not allowed, and, 
in fact, appears impossible. That is because the 
banking systems of the world are dedicated, as 
demonstrated in the Angelides Report, to making 
good on trillions and quadrillions of dollars in gam-
bling debts, which are sententiously called “the 
markets.” It will be impossible to restore public 
credit without cancelling these gambling debts.

And that is exactly what restoring Glass-Stea-
gall will do. Eliminating obligations to pay deriv-
atives debts, interest rate swaps, and bank bail-
outs—to name only a few of the mechanisms—is 
the immediate result of setting up the Glass-Stea-
gall firewall to protect commercial banking (that 
connected to industry and productive activity), 
from the speculative hijinks of the investment 
banking community. Without that dead weight, 
which is so large it can never be paid anyway, the 
banks will be free to lend productively.

Similarly, for the Federal Reserve itself, which 
is now obligated in the trillions to make good on 
bad gambling debts from the major banks: Dump 
those debts, and credit can flow—as it must—to 
the states, and prevent the outrageous budget 
slashes which are now being carried out in virtu-
ally every state of the Union.

Who would be so idiotic as to claim that public 
workers, or Medicare and Medicaid patients, are 
causing our budget crises, when trillions of dollars 
of obligations for the banks are sitting on the books?

It’s time to clear those toxic assets off the 
books, in the time-tested way FDR used—by re-
storing our banking system with Glass-Steagall. 
Even then, it will take time to build a real recov-
ery—but without it, we’re on an insane ride to 
global Hell.

No Sane Choice But Glass-Steagall
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